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·- \ . 
Hr~t '(ear Stt;adents Prefer Orthodox Cours,e Load 
.., ~ . . \
-
by Steve Cetzoff ter off having taken the Auto 
Safety course. In spite of the 
- Two thirds ·of the first year numerous jokes from his 
students responding to an Opi- students last semester in­
nion · survey disapproved of dicating that they were being 
portions of the ·experimental led-to assume 1that no one ever 
curriculum· used in .their ·. is injured except in an auto col­
respective sections. . lision, the Dean felt that -the 
. The courses involved_in the . ~utomobile~ccident approach 
study were ·qean Headrick's · 1s c~rrently the most ap­
A!-)t_O Accident . and Safety . ~~opriate way to look at the 
cot:1rse; Professor Boyer's· Ad-
· mini~t_rative Process class and 
Professor'Cartwright's Legal In-
stitutions class. 
The De·an's Auto Safety 
course was apprev~ by 40% 
of the responding Section I 
students~ while 60% would 
hav~ preferred a more tradi-
tiona,I. · torts course .. Dean 
Headrick, however, maintain-
ed that his students were bet-
- Non-~rofit Otganization 
U.S Postage 
PAID 
Buffalo, New York 
Permit ·No.· 708 · 
- ' 
by Frank B~f'.terini 
Where you stand depends 
on where .you sit. 
-Miles' Law 
·,,It works best wh~n faculty 
take ,a full sense of respon, 
sibility and accountability. In 
other 'deP,artments · they pass 
the· biick and it • leads to 
chaos," . proclaimed Dean-
Headrick in his evaluation of 
the senior law faculty's role as 
the lords of tenure .. 
Tenure. For some faculty 
members tenure is an official 
field of torts. . 
The Dea~ did ·agree that 
s~veral_ basic -tort . are~s were 
given little or no attent1on,.but 
felt that the principles learned 
regarding auto accidents 
would be applicable in most of 
these ·areas. He defended the 
course as being "real world 
oriented" as opposed .to being 
"hornbook oriented." 
· The same basic points were 
~aised by the Dean in defense 
SUNY administratiQn.. the 
final, formal stop is on the 
deskto~s of the Board · of 
Trustees. But faculty consen­
sus ha·s j t that ·the most crucial 
hurdle for tenure ~andidates is 
the evaluation 'the candidate · 
must undergo before his col­
leagues on the Fa,ulty Com­
mittee. This evaluation is then 
forwarded to the UB heirarchy. 
According to Professor 'Jacob 
Hyman, the law .school is 
generally - accorded great 
autonomy by tt),e University 
administrati6n i_n its evaluation 
pr6cess. According to Mr. 
tions too often ercourage peo­
pie to do .sloppy work or no 
\\'Ork at all and ·that's a .cost 
that's not outweighed by any 
benefits." . , . 
Such a camp of thought is 
shared by many. Any "arm-
:::..-
of Professor Cartwright's Sec­
tion 111 Legal lnstitutio_ns 
course, which received an 
abysmally low approval rate of 
10%. . 
:rhe o"e bright spot· in· the 
new curricul.um, according to 
the students' responses, was 
Professor Boyer'~ Ad­
ministrative Process course. 
The course was approved of by 
75% of the Section II student's 
responding, many of whom felt 
that ' it will be a most useful 
course in their future legal 
careers·. Professor Boyer's class 
is certainly the least ex­
perimental of ·the three involv­
.ed in this survey, ih that it is 
not a riovel· offering at Buffalo 
Law School, nor has it replaced 
any of the standard courses 
generally given to first year 
e · ·- e 
law,students. 
In spite of their overall 
disapproval of the Auto Safety 
and Legal,' Institutions courses, 
70% of . the Section ·1 and HI 
students felt that these courses 
would either benefit. or at the 
wor.st have no effect on their 
f~tur~ legal' careers . The Dean, 
in - concurrence with this 
result.stressed his belief that it 
is very rare that a student's 
legal career and development 
will be significantly hindered 
by a single course. He did feel, 
on the other hand, that an ex­
perimental course can often be 
of substantial benefit to 
students by opening them up 
to new concepts and more con­
temporary ideas. 
Although the Dean felt his 
Auto Safety course to be a sue-
1n1on
"The function of a free press is to comfort 
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable. " 
-H.L. Mencken 
- ,Volume 21, Number 11 State University of New York' at Buffalo School of Law 
birthrite into the world of H¥man, _who was _dean of the 
schola·rs, .perhaps the iri- law school from 1953-1964; the 
dividual faculty member's enly . nature of the lega• world is dif-
. explicit recognition of his 
achievement. It is als.o the 
academic community's means 
of creating a living legacy and, 
perhaps, the best chance of 
l,eailing a lasting mark upo_n 
th~ minds of -the institu,tion' s 
futur; generations. · 
This semes,ter has seen 
·junior fa t uity· members 
Ri.chard Bell, Marshall .Breger 
- -... and Bliss Ca rtwright- arrive -at 
the · sta'tioos of tenure, and 
-ti ndergo the 'first round of 
scrutiny 'by -the law ~acuity's 
tenured members . The ques-
t ion of whether to grant 
Messrs .. Bel'! , Breger and Cart-
ferent from that 'of most tradi­
tiona·I academic disciplines 
and the 'heirarchy is usually 
deferential to the law faculty's 
evaluation of its peers. 
Yet while most ·of tJ;te cur­
rent local .debate seems to 
center on -the merits of the 
faculty .members currently 
undergoing their tenure rites, 
'there has. long heen a natiorr-
w,ide debate upon the role and 
·validity of tenure itself. It is a 
point of - argument that has 
pierced ' academic and ad­
ministrative discuss ion for 
years . Reflecti rig one point of 
view in this -deb~te is junior, 
wr:rght tenure has spurred · law faculty member Richard 
some partisan halfway debate Bell , himself a current can­
and has been the source of a· didate . fo~ tenure. In Bell 's 
few sharp-edged letters to the view " tenure is undes irable 
Law. Faculty T.enure ,Commit-· and -unnecessary. Its protec­
tee, 'a committt?e which··func-
tions as the ga•tekeepe_r 
through the first station of .the 
pr.ocess. . 
· The stations of tenure are 
many, and they are located 
·along the main arteries of the 
chair;, samgling of the conver- Mr. Hyman, who no doubt 
sations floating through the over the course of his career 
law library lobby - give · has seen the ebb and flow of 
testimony to the view_ that 
tenure protects poor and 'irrele-
vant teaching. T}lis is a senti-
merit backed by some el'Jl· 
pi r i c,a I sub stance . U B 
•Sociology Professor Lionel 
Lewi5 found in a rec~nt study 
of tenure conducted at a 
"I arge northeastern 
university", that there was no 
evidence of ·any faculty 
member being denied ,tenure 
because of poor ,teaching. 
·There has 'also been views ·ex-
pressed ·by jun ior faculty 
members that tenure sio,ply · 
. perpetuates a privileged class
of senior professors and a 
generally held bt!lief that 
tenure' is unnecessary for those 
with ability. 
. " Its only justification is the 
protection· of people from 
dismissal for unpopular 
scholarship or teaching , . 
· when, " according to Bell, ' '. the 
unpopularity may •be no 
measure of its merit or trutl:l ." 
Bell anchors his view in the 
belief that today's society has 
taken on a plu~alist composi­
tion which has permeated its 
policy decisions. The result is a 
socia• groupthink t hat is 
tolerant of the . critica l · ex­
amination of ideas : and the 
espousal of unpopular posi­
tions. Thus, ·in Bell's view, 
there doesn' t exist the threats 
against academic freedom that 
perha (:!S existed •in earlier days. 
It was in fact uch threats of 
_dismissal made by the guar­
dians o( wealth upon emergent 
aca.demic social scientists in 
the late 1800's that spurred the · 
birth of tenure. 
id•e.ological cha.nge, sees 
tenure as " important and 
necess'ary for acad'emi c 
freedom. " . Yet Hyman 
acknowledges that tenure does 
have its costs, particularly in 
making it difficult to jettison 
non-productive faculty and 
staff. · 
An interesting alternative· to 
the present ~ystem: that ~as 
been suggested, is the "con­
tract for term" position. This 
concept premises its views on 
the belief that labor laws and 
negotiated contracts can pro-
tect the faculty member from 
· 
· cess, he will not be teaching it · 
next year and consequently it 
will not be, available. Professor 
Cartwright's course will be of­
fered as· an elective and · the 
number of students selecting..it 
-could provide a very in­
teresting assessment of the 
concept. Professor Boyer's 
class will be offered in the 
form of a~ Administratiye Law 
cours-e to Sections II and 111 of 
the_int:omiRg .first year class. 
Generally, this survey which 
was responded to by 40% of. 
~he first year class (a typical 
response to surveys of - this 
nature) indicates that the -
students are· much less•willing 
to experiment with new con­
cepts in their introductory cor­
riculum than is the Dean and 
faculty. 
Opinion 
John Lord O'Brian Hall 
SUNY/8, North Campus 
Buffalo. New York 14260 
April 23, 1981 
,Tenute:-ls Thi_s The·Pinal Academic·Fr·on·tier?
~ .. . ' 
together and friendships 
develop, the normal anxieties, 
created by the on-short tenure 
ritual, may become. chronic . 
Such a procedure may create 
" a constant source of stress" 
to both faculty and those who 
have to administer the annual 
process.•. 
For now we are left •with a 
process that' is admittedly less 
than perfect; an evaluation -
system, which like any evalua­
tion system is open to subjec­
tive, value predilections and , 
measu·rement schemes. One 
importan t tool noted by Dean 
Headrick, in helping to fill in 
holes of the tenure process i·s 
that of letters suomitted by 
.,.__________________...______ 
adm inis tra tive whims and ~lso students to the Tenure Com­
·avoid the " dead wood" pitfa lls mittee, address ing the s~holar­
of t he current system. Pro­ ly merits of the tenure can­
ponents have cited court rul - · didate. Though M r. Headrick 
ings which have held thaf peo­ acknowledged that many let­
ple whose contracts are not · ters are "-perhaps not as useful 
renewed are entitl ed to awrit­ as possible'' . he stated t hat a 
ten reason for non-renewal, a laJge number of t hem offer a 
hearing or both. detai led analysis of teaching 
Mr. Bell supports such an st yle and other academic 
approach, fee ling that those strengths and weaknesses. He 
with ability would have observed that these kinds of 
riothing to fear, .a'nd i t pro'vides letters have an "enormous im­
a good method of houseclean­ pact" on the tenure committee 
ing. Yet Mr. Hyman noted that arid go a long way in filling in 
as faculty members • work .the broad holes-of the process. 
r , 
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Editorial 
·Harve~t .of Confusion? 
Next year's incoming class is, once again, "one of the 
brightest groups of students we've ever had." 
· This ·group of very bright students will · begin law school, for 
the most part, expecting a traditional, "Paper Chase"-type of 
law school curriculum, and, for the most part, they won't see it 
here. 
A creative approach to legal education is desirable and ex­
citing to be a part of, but we hope that the Administration wilf t 
be more responsive to the ·inevitable frustrations and resent­
ment of the freshmen "guinea pigs." Perha'ps the rationale and 
expected henefits of the program will be. explained before the 
halls are childishly papered with discarded anp useless 
materials, before resentment al)d unh_!lppiness with any one­
course or instructor erupts into classroom misconduct and 
large-scale absenteeism, and before the first year class reaches 
,the month of April_feeling like manipulated, confused and in­
'Consequential "guinea pigs," whose legal education may or 
may not h_ave suffered in the search for the "Buffalo Model :" 
Many of next year's changes seem to be aimed at refieving 
some of the problems and complaints of this year's freshman 
class. :rhe controver!ial ethics course will be given during the 
second semester, rather than spanning both Fall and Spring 
semesters, and it will be extended to a two-credit course. An ad­
ministrative law course, widely approved in an Opinion survey, 
will be offered in Sections 2 and 3, and the much-disputed Legal 
Institutions course will be offered enly as a first-year elective. 
The proposed sequential organization of Contracts, To"rts and 
· Property, 'and the combination "Contorts" course which will be 
offered to next year's Section 3, are innovative ideas which will 
enable •facutty· and students to look at those areas in a coor.­
dinated and integrated manner which will transc~·nd the tradi­
tional 'boundaries·between these subjects. Although the propos­
ed (irst yea,r calendar, which ,allows for mid-semester exams 
coupled with a week-long break and the carry-over of Torts into 
the second sel')'lester, carries some unpleasant reminders of this 
year's.Ethics format, it can be s~en as an attempt to lighten the · 
work load 'of.next year's incoming ctass . .: . .. 
Although . these changes · come too late for this year's 
freshman class, if they are combined with a consistent, 
coherent explanation of the program"s rationale and objectives, 
next year's freshman class should have a rewarding introduc­
tion to their legal education, .only subject to the "normal" fears 
and anxiefies. 
OPINION 
Recruitment Party 
"Bring Your Own Meat" 
, . 
Come to Room 623 
for Further Details-. 
P~e two Opinion April 23, 1981 
b<.-Editdr Stands by Editofial 
To the Editor: 
As a member of the staff and 
editorial board. of the Opinion 
for the last three years, I have 
suppressed the urge to write a 
letter to the Editor, feeling 1t 
-best to express my beliefs in 
.anonymity within the confines 
of the editorial board. 
Editorials being collective 
statements, speaking out alone 
acts to undermine a 
newspaper's credibility. Elec­
-tions have peen ~eld, and thus. 
I am free to speak unburdened 
by collectivism. 
Two weeks ago the Opinion 
published an· editorial stating, 
"Bliss Cartwright should une­
qu.ivocally be denied tenure." 
The editorial caused a stir as 
topics so controversial and ex­
pl9sive as tenure decisions had 
been avoided in the past. 
· The faculty responded with 
a resolution in which they 
"deplored the actions of the 
Opinion editorial staff both for 
its misapprehension of the , 
faculty's concern with 
teaching effectiveness, and 
also for ·extreme insensitivity 
to the special · concerns of 
anyone undergoing tenure· 
review . .. " Thus, the Opinion 
editorial was attacked. on two 
fronts. 
As to, the faculty's first' 
point, the editorial did state 
that "too much emphasis has 
been placed on a professor's 
capacity to publish, and not 
e,:iough on his or her ability to 
teach." While this may well 
have been a "mi;apprehen­
sion' '. of -the· fac.ulty.'s concern, 
it was, however, the collective 
belief of the editorial board. 
After an examination of past 
tenure decision we concluded 
that more weight should be at­
tributed to teaching ability. In 
our editorial we simply stated 
our belief. 
As to the faculty-'s second 
point citing the editori.al staff's 
"extreme inaensitivity" . for 
making .public its feeling on 
the ability of a professor up for 
tenure; the · editorial• board 
deliberated for . endless hours 
whether or not to address the 
topic in editorial fashion, and 
if so, how strongly to wora' it. 
but one factor to be' con­
sidered. Since an editorial, by 
definition, can never be 
neutral, someone or _something 
is bound to be affected. The 
responsible and ethical jour­
nalist weighs the possible 'hurt 
against the interest of the com­
unity in deciding what is to be 
printed. This was mo~e than 
adequately done. 
In the past Opinion ha_s left 
tenure decisions to the faculty. 
The faculty must live with the 
newly tenured . professor for 
eternity; the· law student is 
merely a transient passing 
through, these hallowed h,alls. 
Thus, as . a rule, the editorial 
board agreed that tenure is a 
faculty decision and has, in the 
past, refrained from editorial 
comment. However, never in 
the past has there been such a 
tumultuous outcry of opposi­
tion to a candidate for tenure 
by the law student body. The 
Opinion, as the-mouthP,i,ece of 
the law student body, felt it 
proper to annunciate the· 
resentment it perceived. 
How can the faculty, en 
bane, accuse one of insensitivi­
ty in the produt:tion of an end 
product without ever looking 
into the depth of the delibera­
tions preceeding that end pro­
duct? 
Thus one must conclude 
that the faculty feels any 
editorial mention of a tenure 
candidate is taboo. This posi-
tion is absurd . Receiving 
tenure is of huge importance 
to a professo~. It provides him 
with security and • af1' at-
mosp.here . of academ.ic 
freedom . It is also, however, of 
major importance to the law 
school student body. Many a 
professor loses his freshness, 
creativity, and motivation 
upon receiving tenure. It is 
very easy to become delin-
quent and rest on one's laurels. 
Being of such import, the law 
student's voice must be heard. 
,Tenure Committee requests for 
letters . have . sufficed · in the 
past. . But,when--5tudent :aproar 
is -s9 or'l~sided_arid -vocal as-to. 
be echoing ,in the · halls -of 
O'Brian, a student newspaper 
has. a duty to merge these 
separate, but similar, com-
There is no doubting the fact , plaints into' a collective state-
that someone ca·n_ be hurt ment. No one has ch.arged the 
whell' an editorial is printed. editorial staff of the Opinion 
This possible hurt, however, is with distorting the views of the 
Treasurer Thanks Aides 
To the Editor: ma.ke this year's ·hearings ex-
ceptionally efficient, I would 
lhe SBA recently approved like to publicly acknowledge-
the budget for the next fiscal the effor~ of the student 
year. The budget was the result organizations who appeared 
of a lot of hard work and before the Finance Committee. 
spirited debate by the Also, special- thanks are owed 
s-pokespersons for' the .to Sylyia Fordice , Mike 
organizations and the Wiseman, Sc tt Oakley, Sher­
members of the SBA Finance win Suss, Rick Robf;!rts, and 
Comm itt.ee ., Larry Baer whose dedication as 
The bu8geting process is membf:!rs of the Fin•ance Com­
traditionally the r:nost mittee made my job infinitely 
frustrating experience under­ easier. 
taken by the SBA. For their 
support · in cooperating to Joe Ruh 
Next Op•inion Deadline:­
SEPT~MBER 9th, 12 NOON 
law student body. 
So one must ask what this 
faculty censure means? Is the 
faculty merely coming to the 
aid of a wounded colleague? If 
so, camaraderie is surely an ad­
mirable trait. 
But is there more to it? Is it a 
warning to the Opinion tci,steer 
clear of uncharted seas? Will 
the faculty and administration 
now demand final say as ,to 
what is fit to p_rint? Maybe 
strong-arm tactics will be us~d 
to convince the SBA to slash 
the Opinion . bu<Jget? The 
future is unknown. 
What is known, however, is 
that the Opinion took a stand 
on a controyersial issue and 
. finally became a periodical 
more resembling .a newspaper 
than a newsletter. . 
The key is balancing. At 
times in jourr;ialism, as in the 
legal field, the individual is 
sacrificed for the benefit of the 
community at large. S~nsitlvity 
a_nd responsibility , ..are 
nite essary attributes . for, .the 
jolirnalist. This, howevet, must 
not mean that·• all · sensitive 
issues must be avoided. · 
I •Bob Siegel 
OPINION 
Questioned 
To the Editor: 
~he Faculty of Law and ' 
J!-ffJSl?~~~~ce ,Qf th~ ~li)l')IY, ,at 
.B1-1ffalo., : ,:,._,, ._, _., ,: ..L-~ ; , ,,., 
Noting an e~it,oria.1,, in_.. t~e 
April 9, 1981 edition of the 
Opinion commenting on the in­
stitutional criteria '-for exten-
ding -tenure and on the 
su-itabil ity of one of its 
members for tenure; ' 
and having provided each 
student with the oppoctunity 
to eicpress his or her opinion 
concerning tenure - car;1didacy 
_to ·the Promotion and. T~nure 
C~n:ifl) i~~~~- -~P~ . ~~v•n~.:~n.e 
_s,q t_ra,d,µqnc1lb- : Joq~.)~ff~r~, ~t 
w_as_ gen,eralJy., c.1,1sto.maxv . a.nd 
_requirectin ..this -University. and 
reaffirming 'our ·.c~otinu!;!d , 
commitment to provid~, ~uch 
an opportunity; ,~ · 
deplores the ·actions· of the 
Opinion's ·editorial ' staff1both 
for its misE.1mrehension of t~is 
·faculty's concern· ,·with 
teaching effectiveness, and 
also for ,extreme insens.itivi'ty 
to the special concerns of 
. anyone undergoing telJ'lire 
review, and thus the peculiar 
inappropriateness of such 
public comment. . 
James B. Atleson 
Barbara Blumenthal 
Alfred Konefsky 
Janet· Lindgren 
Je,hn Henry Schlegel 
Philip Halpern 
Robert Berger 
Virginia Leary 
Nils Olsen 
W. R. Greiner 
Wade Newhouse 
Pa1;1I J. Spiegelman 
The new Editoria'I Board in­
tends to continue the 
Opin'ion's policy of commen- . 
, trng on all issues it deems ap­
propriate. 
-I 
I 
this year's Research & WritingHe felt .that the T.A.s would 
improve their own legal writing course. Prof. Ber,er pointed,. 
by analyzing that of their out that substantial-transcripts 
TA.s Speak of ,Experierices 
·' 
by Amy Ruth Tobol much of what goes on is based the job ·is ·-not really that of students and improve their were used during the secomJ 
on one-to-one contact, but the peer advisemen·t, that sort of is research skills by teaching semester, rather tf!an 
First year students are burden is on the · students to a part of it'.' others. · "canned" p_roblems. He ✓ said 
breathing a collective sigh of . cfecide ·if they want to spend 
-Professor Nils Olsen agreed Professor Paul Speigelman that the • purpose of the 
relief as final o~al arguments time .with their ·-teachirrg that to give students 1an oppor­ also said, "I think that one · transcript was to give ·students 
signaf the completion of their ass,istants, 'discussing pro­ J unity to rneet in small groups aever learns so well as wh~n more experience in using a
• research and writing courses, -blems." with successful upperclass you teach." - record and developing facts 
butc many of the teaching Mr. Elardo also felt that students can allay ·their fears He added that although the from a record. This was an at­
~ssistants· view the course as a establishing a fr,iendly· rapport abo1,1t I~\\'. school and help to job is extremely difficult and tempt to make the course 
rewarding - and \<aluable ex- with his s..tudents helped in answer general questions, par­ · time-consuming, "I hope that more realistic, as was the ex­
perience for. both themselves .making students feel more tic u I a rly ·_during the · first the contacL with first year changing of appellate briefs 
and the ·students.· , comfortable • in · approaching s_emester. _ students is rewar.ding." an.d oral argument before a 
Wendy Fechter, ·a Section 3 . him. "Jhat's not insignificant at There were· few criticisms of ,panel of judges. 
T.A., said that she was very Mr1 El-Gabri agr-eed, saying all, I think. It gives a realistic the program. Prof. Spiegelman ' Prof. Spiegelman said ·that 
glad she.took the.job and call- that he likes teaching, bu( "I perspective to law school," felt that it was not as effective "the main value of the course 
ed it "the oest experience this honestly felt it wa~ something said Prof: Olsen, and Prof. as he would have· liked in pro- is for people to write a lot anct 
year," and Hatem El-Gabri, lacking in law school - so­ ~obert Berge·r agreed that the1 viding feedback for him in his receive feedback as they are 
also a-Secti~n 3 T.A., called the meone to go .to for advice in opportunity tp meet one-to­ Civil Procedure class. . • writing. Learning by doing is 
experience an "overall satisfy- -addition to teaching. I ·1eft one with someone in an inst itu­ Mr. EI-Gab1i said, "I don't the best way."· 
ing one. It's somet~ing that as - myself · open and was glad tional _posi!iontielps the transi­ think the support facilities are :The changes in the Research 
time goes by, you're not sure when· students took tion intp law school. adequate. By thi's I mean the and Writing course for next 
how it will turn out until you advantage." Ms: Broder ·and Mr. Elarclo things the instructors·, would year . will be primarily ad­
see the · final product,' '. Betsy .J3roder, a Section 1 both said .that teaching need to teach the research part ministrative, explained Prof. 
althouth he dld see significant T.A.;- although . disappointed research and writing' involved . of it. These tools could be bet- Olsen. 
improvement· in e.ach s.tudent, that her jokes didn't always go a large commitment, and was ter organized." Although the first semester 
and 1felt that they should be over very ~well, also enjoyed possibly more work than they · He also thought that the .will still be taught with the 
congratulated. · wor~ing ' with first year had anticipated. 1 . teaching assistants . should Civil Procedure courses, the 
"If you don't achieve your- students. She commented that Often tlieir work cut into the have a role in formulating the teaching assistants wilJ work 
. goals'," said Mr. El-Gabri, "you · in her · first year her teaching time they needed to complete problems used. with the Legal Assistance 
tend to .blame yourself, but, assistant liked her authority as their own i:oursewqrk and out­ "I .understand ·and sym- clinical program an·d Prof. 
conversely; when you ; do, ·an instructor · too much. "I side commitments: ,Yet; all· the phathize that it was an attempt Olsen during the second 
. there's.a grea•t ..deal i;>f satisfac- wanted to ·dispel that ~dea ·of teaching· assistants who were to save the T.A.'s grief, but we semester. 
tioi:i.': ,, :. ,, ,~ :..•' , ' .. ·, ', ; I instructor,as ·authotity figl.!'re . I asked seemed to thiAk that the had to live with it." "As the second semester 
,. ·Bob ·Elardo\ ·a•Seotion·1 iJ;:.A., ·expect- that some, students in entire experience was a ·very Ms. Fechter, however; had really didn't' have anything to 
agreed that - he ' enjoyed -the my class wrll do be.tte'r than I." rewarding one. • no major critici~ms. "Within do with Civil -Procedu,re, it fits 
contact he had with first year Ms. Fechter added that, Prof. Berger pointed out that the co.nstraints of trying to mo·re sensibly with the clinic," \ students, especially during the "particularly in the - first the teaching assistants also teach legal writing, it is 'a fairly said Prof. Olsen. 
individual conterences where semester, I tried to help people benefit because "by teaching effective program . · Any In addition , to developing 
he had a-chance to more fully to relax about things like legal anything, . you're for-ced .. to refinements are, a · matter•· of. . research, w,riting .and oral· ad­
.discuss a .stu'd.ent's work . . "So writing and exams. Although · learn it better." time and experim'entatiOA," vocacy skills, Prof, Olsen sai_d 
)! and Ms. Broder commended that "the course will be design­
the program ·for its emphasis ed as a continuation of the 
on "cultivating a sense of legal s,k.ills that (iv.ii Procedure tries Student. _[)is~rp,r9y~~ -,.:~f ~9_itpriaJ _, 
analysis and· not just t~e t@ import, which is an 
To the Editor: suggesting that unnecessarily I believe the Opinion could mechanics." understanding of the legal 
· • J • . . .antagoQizing . t>thers can only .have very ' effectively .com-
. 
1Asi ~l<Afrm~r t olte~~ fe>(r,tA~l-lst 1~ ClQbht~rP,rodUf;tiv.etv, ' , ,_ ,·,, • .muni.oated- jts pos.ition wit·h0ut 
· a_r.d editor, 1. would lilc-e 'tti;'bt- -1;., Steedfas«F. and iti ritical ,posi" -· bei11g· •., caustlc and 'perhaps 
· 'le~ a:' f~W_''re~fti_qJs, tq~tij~·,r_f!- •t-ions ,c.an .be ,f jrmly,maintained ,g-aiAi.ng.' a bit more-faculty sym-
.cent editodalizlAg on Pro- with a\ dew toward minimizing . pathy. l.f I was assigned the 
fessor Bliss Cartwright's up- hostile · reaction. Just because. tas_k of ~w,riting the editorial it 
com•ing tenl!re decision . an . editorrar is sensitive and · would have ,lotiked something 
Whenever · formulating ta-ctful instead of.vitriol.ic does · like this-: • 
edito'rial policy on any con-- not -indicate a lack 9f resolve. 
troversial i:{latter, the · Board What, you might say, ·does •With the\ development of 
must always be cognizant of this have tJ· do with Bliss ,Cart-· the Buffalo ·,Model, the need 
the 'role. an'd ·responsibility of wright? Well, it ·IJas ·everything • \for proficieht instructors is 
the press with'in ~he communi- to do with the manner.in which more critical than ever. Pro­
ty it serves, The right_, and the Opinion1s editorial staff fess9rs · must be able to 
obligation ..,of : the_· kress ' to_ castrated him ,•in, their tenur.e organi;ze and present.disparate 
_cr:it_i,cl~~•t~e i;>b~ers; t~.~~-~~ .':- ~iece. I .do not know.Bliss-Cart- ·materla~ previow_sly foreig_n to 
' There,were major. changes in significance of facts .' '. 
1
• '' • "• r 
,, 
Good Luck 
on 
:f 1-N-A·LS! 
lna1Hs c1 dierlshed lnstit'ut1on m ,wri9ht: I'do.. not have any first- . most laW'Students. ,The success 
'.A'metiC'~·n ·) ~celty':-··1:1~e~er, ., hahd:- know.letlge of· hrs •.pro- ·o~• f.ailurw ~·of -curriculu~ in- Ho·pes'-Are H,.gh For 
su'ch· 'ootion's- as· ·"freedoni 'of ·fessorial abilities. ' I · am un- · novatien la~ly hing~s on the 
the ·pi-essh frequently become qualified to' comment .on such ability of instrb~tors to provide 
so abstract and idea•lized as .to matters. Ho~ever, of what stimulation andlJeadership in C t. . . ·sureTA 
be totally divc,_rted from ~eali- value was such an editorial? introducing nove)!- approaches on .InLJIng · . _J I A · ty. I would not deny that Yes, I am $Ure it will win the to law: '"-) 
freedom of the press has an in- kudos of s_co.res· of disgruntled Thus, the Editoria:l)~_oa(d of by Jay Marlin Much of the credit for tt1e 
herenl value. However, I firmly students, but it has also· incur- the Opinion befieves no,w more , restoration of SUSTA must go 
believe the ability to openly r~ the wrath of tht! faculty. S9 than ever that teaching~•.ffec- .In light of Governor Carey's to Dean Headrick, who spent 
and 'candidly discuss r~levant the Opinion is king •of. the kids, tiveness should be an extreqie- restoration of SUSTA to the Ex- many hours talking to key 
issu~s has -a ·much more prac- but alienated from ., the deci- l.y significant criterion ~ ·ecutive Budget, there-is an ex- ll ~islative leaders and with 
tical value. . siohmakers. A phyrric victory~ tenure decisions. No lonse\-. cellent possibility that, SUSTA University officials. Despite a 
The most clesirable situation at best. Is this power of the should incompetent instruc- · will b,e available for _ the generally apathetic student 
emerges when freedom of the 'press? Wher~ is the power? · tors be awarded tenur(t •'1.981-1982 school year. body, the Dean put together 
press als~ e~tails power of'the Th~t !s _not to say' that th~ reg_ardiess of sc_holady · \ ,nee the Governor and the materials to present to 
press, that JS, w_hen. the un~n- editorial, .regardless of-how. 1t c1;ch1evement. Stat~ Senate are still fighting ,members of the Legislature, 
~umbered ~~lity to discuss w_as wri~te~•. woul_d have been Shortl~, the dec(sio~ on Pro- over ··Medicaid funding, the and most importantly, was 
relevant , _1ss.ues c~~ be h1g~l~s1gniticant many tenure fe~sor Bliss Cartwright s tenure final l:h,dgetary approval of able to convince Dr. Robert 
translat~. int~· a~ ab1hty to deo1s1on. But any hope of' any will be made. There have been SUSTA ftas not yet occurred. Ketter, University President as 
have an impact on relevant imJ)~c:t .was, in !his case; ab- many allegations regarding his However '. it is considered to the importance of the 
decisionmak~rs. -Thus, in this dlcated ··eady •on. ·Such incompetence fo. •. ~hi! highly ~nlikely that the SUSTA p~ogrcim to the Law 
coric~ptuaf·(~a_ti_on of ~hf r?~e . re~ponses, as "no o~e ~~ g_oin_g _ cla_s_sr_o·om . The Opinion Republicans in the State School and to this University. 
an<f respons1b1hty of the press, . to tell us what to print, . etc. 1s believes that the Tenure Com- Senate will eliminate SUSTA as Or. Ketter made the restora-
eaito_rial policymakers should all well and ,good, but if the mittee should give these apart ot'the budiet. , ..tio·n o( SUSTA a key point on 
- ~trive to blend a pragmatic subject matter is •ignored; the criticisms very serious atten- · his agenda in his talks w'ith . 
political vi~ion with their, role journalism is reduced·~ to tion. If t-he tenure committee The resforatiort . of SUSTA members of SUNY Central and 
as social critic: · Similar to nothing more than mental substantiates •· these allega- will mean that over 25% of the with leaders of the Legislature. 
il!dicial power, the only real m<Mturpation serving as a tion~. the Opinion un~- students in the Law School will · While the matter is still not 
pow,ei- Qf the press emanates cathartic experience for angry quivocally urges that Professor now be able to look forward to settled, Dean Headrick is op­
from legitim4cy· and respect. ! ,writers. But where is the power Cartwright not , be· granted a continuation of the aid · pro- timistic the Law School wil 
am ·the,• latt pe~on who would p f the press? I woul~ hate to tenure. _ gram ~ which/ IJas equalled receive a quarter of a million 
suggest ·that the press should _,s_ee ·,he potential imp.act of · $1200. per student per year dollars in SUSTA funding next 
be-solicitors of others, but I am poli~'y decisions . . · 7_ Steve Valero over the past several years. year. 
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RESULTS 
Physical Charact~ristics 
SENJOR . 
SUR"EY . 
>at we.say good-bye till-it be morrow.' 
,,. 
· Best Dressed: 
· Billy Bozzuffi 
Honorable Mention: B.L. Wagner, 
-Renee Lapides 
Worst Dressed: 
Scott Wright 
Honorable Mention: Russell 
Leisner, Billy Bozzuffi 
M~t Neanderthal: 
Jay Baum 
Best Briefcase: , 
' Wanda Lucibello 
Sexrest (Male): 
Russell Leisner 
Sexiest (Female): 
Terri Rahill 
Classroom Behavior 
Most Unprepared: 
Rick Valentine, Ken ,Levy 
Most Compulsiv1t Worker: 
Markus Berkovits 
Most Comatose: 
Joshua Berry 
Least Punctual: 
Michael Chakansky 
Foot in Mouth Award: 
Paul Israelson 
Best Backb~ncher Award: 
Bob Siegel 
Class Cheerleader: 
Dorie Benesh 
Where We Are Headed 
. Most .likely t~ sell used cars: . 
Ron Zarowitz 
Most likely to chase ambulances: 
Tony Ronci, Cliff Barry 
Most likely to · foreclose on a poor 
. widow's mortgage:· . 
Scott Wright 
. Most likely to' sell insurance: ._ · 
. Bob Potenza 
. Most likely to rep;esenf the National 
Inquirer: · 
Ed Sinker .. 
Most likely to remember the Rule ,. 
Against Perpetuities after the Bar -
exam: • 
Maureen Sullivan 
Most likely show up for the Bar exam 
the day after its ·over: 
fohn Toal . 
Most likely to pursue a career col­
letting Rehnquist opinions: 
·,,. Joe Maruzak -
Most likely to become President of 
Exxon Corporation: 
Eric Lindauer 1 
Most likely to take over for Ralph 
Nader: 
Lew Rose 
Most likely to .run for U.S. President 
in the year 2000: I 
Bob Whitbread 
Most likely fu own a controlling 
interest in Nutshell, Inc.: 
Mitch Lustig 
Most likely to refurn to UB as a law 
professor: 
Kathy 'McDermitt 
Most likely to bf ome a judge: 
Jeremy Nowak 
Least likely to settle out of court: 
Bob Whitbread . 
Most likely to drink Ken Joye~ under 
the table: 
Mike Corp 
Most incoherent when drunk: 
Tom Gick 
Most . likely to be picked up on a 
morals charge (The Al Katz Award): 
Sandy Nagrotsky 
Most likely to become next U.S. 
astronaut (without spaceship): 
Billy Bozzuffi 
M~t likely to be. disbarred: 
Cliff Barry 
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chlegel And Lindgren Will Teach"Contorts" 
by Barbra Kavanaugh 
,, 
them to sit in on t>ne anothE!r's ' the changes may be made by the law schoel in the hope of the "cont~rts'~ ·proj~ct, Pr~f. ' 
classes this past fall, during Professors Schlegel and U°!'k · getting others interested in the Schlegel answered, "Surely not 
Professors John Henry which time they discovered dgren themselves . new approach, Prof. Schlegel this semester. ·We have never 
Schlegel and Janet Lindgren that "we sort of a 
0 
pproach "We've made a marvelous did add that "I sense that all before worked with a property 
will team-teach a course com­ things similarly," according to agreement," . explained Prof. three groups -go after things teacher-the,group ,has always , 
,. bining both contracts and tQrts Schlegel. Schlegel, "that by the first day differently, with different em- t~ught together in the first 
to Section 3 freshmen next fall. "What we will be making an of class all of the matecial will phases." semester and as ,property has 
According to Prof. Schlegel, attempt to do is to bring to the be assembled . However, For this reason, only Section been a second- semester 
"one can intuit our rudimen­ fore those issues we fo4nd ·although I would distribute all 3 of the freshman class will be course, we have been ' unin­
tary goa,ls as an attempt in 'part listening'-to each other, that we the materials, as the thought of taught the joi'nt course. volved ·with it. ·However, it is 
to create first year materials in were going over and over nothavingitalltogetherdrives However, Prof. Ehzabeth conceivable that the course 
an essentially common-law again, but always · as a sub- me up ·a wall, Janet likes to Mensch will be Jeaching both could fit in w·ith property, 
area that de-emphas-izes doc­ sidiary to this or that piece of weigh . the progress a·nd direc- torts and contracts to Section perhaps in a fuij year course." 
trine and brings statutes to the doctrine or in analyzing 'this or tion -of the class, perhaps 2, and she may integrate the Although he mentioned 
fore, that' works on an explicit -that case." changing it as we go along." two subjects to some degree. some' areas of property which 
level at the problem of lawyer­ Prof. Schlegel stressed, the course will be team- Prof. Schlegel. also miglit fit in, such as modern ur-
ing in a system of common law however, that "we hope to ta.ught by both professors in speculated that given Prof. ban leases, and '~as much as I 
and statutory -ru.les." have fun teaching it and the the . classroom, although Prbf. Mensch's. interest in the rela, am interested in the economic 
"It ·has been said for about students learning it. UltimaM- Schlegel wouldn't be adverse tionship between the public history involved, I admit to 
15 ye.ars now that contracts ly, that's where it sho·uld get." to splitting the job up. and private spheres, she may knowing next to nothing abou.t 
and torts. were growing Each time you work on a "The first time there will be "play off" Prof . Alan property.· Indeed, I remember 
together as a doctrinal new course, you hope you _may a real .tendency for Janet to Freeman's 'course on Constitu- it as one of- the worst courses 
matter," continued Prof . have found the 'Rosetta , teach the torts stuff and tional Law which will al.so be of my 4tw ·school career. 
Schlegel. "That theory has Stone,' that you'll make your myself the contracts. This year part pf Section i's fall Awful, just .awf.ul." 
been a part of our education, name and become a household is the first time we hea'rd each semester curriculum., Although there have • been 
so to speak." . word, but th is hope is other in class, after all, ·and As for Section 1's contracts reports · that ·an exa,m in this 
However , for various tempered by a healthy neitherofushasshowStadeep,_ professor F.red Konefsky and coursewillbegiyenattheend 
reasons, a joint course -of this awareness that the chances are abiding interest i~ach other's incoming tor.ts professor David of nine weeks, Prof. Schlegel 
type has never been offered, extremely small that this will areas." Engel,°'Prof. Schlegel feels it ij said that he didri't know if that 
and when Prof. Lindgren took a happen." Although the course outline, . unlikely that they wo1,1ld wprk would . be the case, although 
sabbatical two years ago, .she "I wouldn't be surprised if, which will be further worked together on· this ·type of -pro- "my guess -is that we .won't.'; 
and Prof. Schlegel agreed to someone down the line. ex- on by both pro.fe,~sors ... c111d gr_am this fall ·as they J'thardly · ,,;lf.. 1 yo·u · never taught . the 
work on a joint torts-con.tracts perimented with and changed research assistant , l;lil,d,e ·. ~know,each otlier." ,• 1 i •. ,,.,·IJ , ·· cburse 1befbre;' 'you 1ust:~fon't 
course. the course." N~ubaur, ' will be ~ade As to 1whether or oot proper- "klnow'Wtiere ,vdti'tl be 'in nine 
The agre~ment cal[ed for As a matter of fact, some of available to other professors in ty might be taught along· with w'eeks." ' · ' ~ / 
C9rps ,S.Y1J1PQ?h1rn Proves Oisappoiilting
·Fresh·men by Al .Boze, pursue the discipline. along his He strongly encourages his dullness seems ·to · dominate 
own lines. students to r-ead the · Wall the horizon a_nd to be praisedBeware , Prof. Michael Schaeftler car­ •· · The -. staid Schae.ftler was a Street Journal, one tactic wide- above other virtues, he stands 
ried hit:h hopes with him to the .bit disappointed at the at­by Joyce E. Funda 
recent conference in St.• Louis mosphere of socializing wh'ich 
for ' AALS · professo~s of cor~ he felt pervaded -the threeAlan, L. Canfield, 'Assist/Int poration [j'IW , For three · days, days . Also, se·veril ciuth'oritiesDean for Sh1dent Affairs, is Schaeftler I istened and cqn­ in the field used .the con­
spearheading the committee 
ver-sed with his. coi'league~ in ference to haw'k" hew editions
making: p~~liminary , J9fans:1for hi1e iiel8:1: ., -~- ,_.... ,,. , ·::-
of their casebooks.' Never­Orientation '81. Schaettler . )lad. expected theless, ~e called it an "intenseAbout twenty first- and ·se­ discussion of possible ap­ experience," worth 'the
cond year students met on proaches to ·pedagogical ' sacrifice of three ·days in St. ' April 10, 1981 for a brainstorm~ theory and casework ·in this Louis . "They did have someing sessio~ . After voicing discipline - a workshop of the good French and Italian
criticisms of last year's orienta­
esoteric. What be found was a restaurants in the city:" hetion program, the group en­ good deal of .concerri . and commented.thusiastically pooled ideas for frustratio·n with the · field_'s Prof . Schaeftler remainsthis fall. The basic considera­ direction. · concerned ove; .. ~tudents'tion seems to be to provide the 
"Are ·we to aim for Ma.in pniparation .for/ his introduc, 
new students with a warm, sup­ Street or Wall Street? I wanted tor~ ,co4rse. "1hose with 1;19 ex­ 1!"95portive atmosphere: Many of '•\ . . • · · ,r ,.., t... - '1 t ;,h i.,.·,1 <\"·-~~,d · ii;}l: ' )~:i ; 1. l h' 'J, ' l1."1 ~ r ' ~t ·~~ t9 find what the · others were pedence in business, . whosethe specific activities to be, in­ ' • " ' , '/ • I 'f~ I !? .~n a,tt~i:riPt,~P leE.onF,il.~,~!,s .;~.e~~~f.,L~taclijRs· m~~q~s ill a thinking on this subject," said background .is . in musjc or stud~l)ts'1 . disP!~fftt~1•..,b11c;,~~ wj~e-qpe,9,fi~lq .. ~- ,· , ·, . ,cluded in the program will be Schaeftler. But no consensus English, often have trouble in grouncfs, Pr.of: S~h;leftler mai'1" He ,~Puld .~ls9 like,.to .. take decided by the committee 
arose at the conference; no the first weeks of th~ course." tains an open door polky. . this .opportunity, to assure hisbefore the end of . this 
coherent theory em·erged from He said that if he ·were to at­
.• Prof. Schaeftler brought friends that he plans no furthersemester. the eighty-five attending pro­ tempt ~Q fit. all the . work into home a. fresh approach to-his travels in . the imme~iateAnyone having talents or 1fessors. Instead Schaeftler the co1.1rse tl:lat. his ' colleagues teaching from ~he conference future, and . contrary to
-skills such as writing, graphics gained a new·confidence in the seemed to . think was in St: Louis. His enthusia,sm js widespre~d rumen, he is- notor organizational ability is en­
methods he is currently ·pursu­ necessary, it might easily run ~ontagious, his -determ'ina~ion teaching any· course focouraged to contact Dean Can­ ing, a feeling t~at"he is free to into atwelve hoi:ir monster . . ref_reshing. !n a world where language this s~fnester. field. Your invol~ement will 
help to ease the peculiarly 
disabling experienfe of star• R&W Techniques Taught To -Al.biqn WorTlen
,ing law school for the 
freshman class. 
ly espoll;~d at_th,!\ cRnfe{ence;. , .out. 
£' Jt1 ~ 
<f_ .. 
;'f 
I ,f ti 
by Betsy Broder ty with -law students who in- within the· prison. . days for su.ch books to lbe 
I st-ruct them in the use of case Most oMhe law' students in- delivered. 
The legal research skills reporters, digests and McKin- volved agree that one of the · · Limited access . to the 
which almost become intuitive ney's. Cla-sses ' consist of ·"an most serious deficiencies inDoodle SplGe.: knowledge to law students are hour or rrloril of lectu're, the i_egal research progr.~m is · women's law libr,ary also 
• considered precious to a class folio_wed by small . grou:p the ,inmjltes! law library .• ~hil.e reSt rict~ the i,ripact of the class .
sessions, as well as- the prac-
·of students at the Albion Cor­ meetings .of · two or three in- . the law librar.y in -t he .men's tical benef_its ·. o, f the · law 
rectional Facilty. mates to each iaw student. f.acili,ty . is equipped :wi~h library. Many·books are kept indThe research classes are part The la~ ~tu ents 4suajly federal and state digests and oo.xes du'e · tcf lack of shelf 
o·f a protect organized and ' p~esent a "canned" proble.m to reporters, the women's 'libr~ry space and thus are not easily 
directed by the Prison Task the class_\ and help them .to . contains o.nly New 't'o~k ,Stat~ . located. Also, oi'lly two people
' 
Force, a group of students.who research It. ' ' referen~~s . .. . are allowed ln the library at-a 
are conce·rned with the condi- M":ece;_ly, third-year .s~uddeDt Mk~ny of . thb~ wo?"enL ~re.. tim_!! and many pe,ople cannot . 
tions of Ne·w York State prisons ·1 e iser-Qan • presen ~ a . wor irig on pro erris mvo y,!n~ use the sources to the- extent 
and .who ·engage in various pro- prob!em a~out .a'- _supermten- , f~deral la~ such as §198~ c1v1I th_at th,e~ feel is necess~ry, 
jects aimed at improving the dent s h1ar1ng. , This prob.ler11 . r,rghts. a~!1ons and ha~~~. corr 
prison system not only helped. to '"'P.rove , pµs pet1t1ons, bu,t do so with a ..Despite the~e defi ciencies, 
· research skills, Qut also served , severe handicap. , Although both studen~s -~nd in~ates feel 
The class of apprqximately , to inform the inmates of their •they may request b@ks from 
emale inmates mee~ week- substa11tive due process riahts the men's library, it often takes con 't. on page seven 
I 
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Pep ,Talk . . · 
Departing· LaW Senior PhiloSophizes Re: Iife, etc 
by 10e· Peperone 
rare_ tor me late1y. , · sistently schizophrenic, or they've l o;t opportuniti~s in wh~ just can't get his o,: her 
. Life ca~ be, ~nd usu~lly is, a usually awful. Bu·t their farts parts of their lives, and they'll coordination down, they, cansport, sport, n. A pastime or bitch - mtE:rm1ttent moments live and die for . them, never get the chance again, be all -identify with a group ofamusement in which a person 
of normality and .happiness regardless .- Why? -Per.haps it a chance at an education an finely tuned athletes, male orengages; a game; a'diversion; a' 
surrounded .by problem-s, because sports are, as they say,' opportunity for~ job, or a ;hot female, fighting to be Numbermerry-making. ~. _ pressur.e, doubts and both ma- an escape.' But is it that sim- with someone t·hey care about. One. If their team fails, so 
I have in iny typewriter - jor -and minor trjlgedies. Things pie? It's also said peo~le watch In these situations, people. what! "Never" doesn't exist in 
the last column. (Yeah! never seem to go _well for more s!lorts to channel their aggres- live with the knowledge that sports, as it may in life. Even if 
Cheers!) May Tiger Williams than a fe~ months at a time, s1ons. But will 1 ~ baseball sometimes ·the door becomes you·r _team comes in last or 
high-stick your grandmother. and, ,s Murphy has said, "If ' w~lkout ~ause an increase in locked, probably permanently. bites the dust, next year is a 
Seriously, in:· preparing this any_thmg can go wrong, it will," wife-beatings? , They hear words, ."I'm sorry, new year. You cart throw away 
column this week, I asked · 
~e 1t problems at work or get- I may.be way off, but maybe we just can't help you" or "It the record book, beat that rival 
myself - what have I been do­ tmg work, accidents or ill- a sports team or player is .iden- won' t work" or realize for who's been beating on you for 
ing for. the pa~t- two year's? A nesses, the inevitable pro- tified with because no matter themselves that it's too late for years - you have another 
lot of commentary, a few blems with the opposite sex, or how their play mirrors life; and something to occur. chance. 
pathetic predictions (Isn't that the haunting realization that sports mirror -life, · there is a , As opposed to life; when the · 
ndWayne Gretzkv great?) and a you may not pass that course. fundamental difference .. The Its sad. It sou ~<;orny, but odd$ seem stacked against you 
lot of fun. Rarely in life do you Despite our probfems, difference is, no matter how peoplereallydoex1stonhope. in many situations, every day 
g1 the chance to say or -dci 'though, we who pass through bad a team (.or player) is, how ~o ~atter how ho~eless thP. in sports you can see examples 
anything you want, as I've· had law school are basically for- many times in a row they've s1tuat1on, peop_le still dream, of odds being beaten, upsets 
the opportunity to do in this tunate·. While a J.D. certainly lost to another team, or how ~till 'st~ive. A:d it cank get occurring, records being 
column. I'm · grateful for the , · h · many years it has been since epressmg w en you now broken. But most of all, youd
_oesn t guarantee appiness, ' "I " h' · · 
opportu_nity. or even a job upon graduation, they've been Sl.lCCes,ful or ~ou ve . ost at anyt mg ~n see hope. The hope that grew 
the overwhelming odds are "won it all", six months later - life. It Just seems as though m in Buffalo last fall. The hopeBut what is it about sports 
that in the future we will have they can start again, dead even t~e world of today, people ~et that exists in spring training;...:!that makes -it . so important to jobs which will e~able us to . with everyone else. They get to d1sc~uraged . far too . easily. even for Mets fans . You canso many people? What is ·it 
live comfortably at the very play again, g~t to beat the They re c,ontmual_ly bemg t0ld see it in your ·grandfather's about it causes a city to come 
- other team, and get ·to van- they, cant do th1s. or tha~, or eyes as he goes off to Wri'gleyalive and together to celebr.ate Ie~st. . th t O Id t00
·quish what was once con- ey re oP ' or mex- Field for ·one more surriqier toor causes fans fo , ,cHng to a 
· Some people are not· so for- sidered unattainable. No op- !1erie~ced, or that they shoul_d see the Cubs. And you saw it inteam or a pljtyer,~o,r~ligipus_ly? tunate. They do live · on the portunities are ever totally JuSt give up. Some, on the basis a• bunch of kids in Lake PlacidNo one, re~lly kno.ws the cusp or a paycheck-to- lost, and hope really does spr- of such "advice," do just that. last year. 
answer, but · for my parting paycheck exi stence . The ing eternal. Should they? Sports can't save the world,
shot, perhaps I can ,wax elo­ tragedies tend to fall on them . . Life just isn't iike that. So, that factory worker who avoid the bomb, or whitenquent, and perhaps find one. more than · usual , and Hor_atio Alger still lives, a,:id doesn't think he can afford the your teeth, but misybe they're 
Starting from Ross Runfola's sometimes thev're locked into ' you can, and many people do, money or the time to get a col- the only example left of a /premise sport is a deadends before they begin. pull themsefves up by their lege degree, that> business e~- lesson \vliich ·sHould rure ·pee>­
microcpsm of Hfe - and look­
. Sports te.ams can have bootstrap,, and -succeed. But ecutive who doesn't thfok he pie's lives. Don't foot yourself,
ing around, things began to "similar" fates . They can be many _people live their lives can take.the crazy risks he did nothing is really impossible,
make sense, which- has been perennially successful, con- with the gnawing reali~ation in college, or the scrawny kid after all . Even the Bar exam. 
·• I , 
Students, Teach at Albion 
I :,.. ¥'_-;J • :.:;: 'i J Financial Aid Tips Fo(Students
c~n•t (!R.~ jj_9..e!ix _..,,. ... , <'·'- students met mont.hly with an 
,; < ' ' Ittiat- he-"" eta 's ,. •aJe ~ , _..,. inmate g'roup at ~ ttica, the by Jay Marlin SUSTA for ·1981-1982 which should. prompt you to 
thwhile. For· tHel' faw"i tiiidlnts; prison's·, Legislative. --:14\:cti,on ' While SUSTA funding for writt: your, congressman: First, 
the classes at the ,prison:-are an/ Committee. The Committee It's ·hard to believe that it's next year is . still uncertain, the Federal Government would 
opportunity to sh.are their legal was involved-with drafting pro­ almost exam time . Most there is nothing students need no longer pay the interest on 
knowledge wJth a group of posed le~isl_ation on good time eve~yone is thinking-about the to do to apply for SUSTA. If the loans while ' you are. in 
people for _ whom . that provisions ; ab,u.se of ad.­ •summer ahead, but it is also you get the maxim1:1m' TAP school - you would pay it. For 
knowledge has a·direct impact. ministrative discretion and time to make sure before you • award of $JOO/semester, you . a law student- who has ac­ -
Since many of the inmates. are other matters of pr!mary con­ leave school that next y~ar's will automatically .get SUSTA. cumulated previous loan 
indigent, they:rely on their owr.i cern to state prisoners. The law financial aid situation is under It is expected that 'if SUSTA debts, the quarterly interest 
ability . to function 'in the students assisted in the dr~f­ control. . funding is restored, SUSTA will payments ~hile you are atten-
libr-ary and tend to their own ting of these provisions and Under control? Sure. Make grant each student an addi- ding school would be quite 
legal needs. · gave guidance to the group. sure·everything you have to do tional $600 per semester which high. 
Plans are now being made to The LAC no longer meets, for financial aid has been done will be credited towards tui- The second proposal would 
continue _the pro~ram thr?ugh _howr ver, ~s a,:i admini_st~ative by the · finie you leave school. tion. take what the student or his 
· the stitrim"er: Thlfi sti/8en'ts '0i~- -spon·$or' ' is'• 'reqJifed to ·y,,dtk. Th·e following rs a brief look at parents are expected to con· 
v6lved are Bef$~ iBro"der;':iietb ~ithdany ;s\lc.l'i"group, 'a'iid the the status of financial aid: New York State Loans trioute towards his education 
Eisenberg; · 'Otis i, 'Harrirrgton, form'er official has not been · · ' While the New York State and subtract that from the stu-
Nancy Heywood, David replaced. . Work-Study Summer loan · program (bank. 
Nelson, Scott: Oal<ley, Wayne · Several · groups of law The Summer Worlc-Stu'dy of- loan/NYSHESC loan) _will con­
. Sachs, Andy Sapon, Aliso'n students hatl the opportunity fice ;eport~:that summer.work- finue, there is still a big ques: 
Webster and Mike Wiseman. to tour -the Atti~a facility last study awards shoyld be made tion mark as to what changes, 
The Albion project is ' but ~emester as part . of another during the first two weeks of. if a'ny, .wilt occur' in the pro­
one sponsored ' by i:he Prison Task Force project. Prison ad­ May. La~~ yecJr, .the average gram due to the Reagan ad­
Task Force. During the last- mini•strators cited :"security award' notice ·was sent out ministration. And, .it is still 
school year, and the beginning considerations" . in discontinu­ around May 10. Work study for uncertain as to what forms will 
'of this year,e_a g~up of law ing_thes _students' t?urs. ; · th~ summer will be 5800, and. be used ·.to~ applying .for~ a 
. • • J : . . t • . . with run from July1 -August NYSHESC-loan for next ye·ar. If 
15. P.lease remember that you ~Te is no major change in theSBA Budget Res(Jlts I~ won',t get your first work-study program, students will be able 
The Student Bar Association tu ally used all the money . chec_!< until August 1. There iirt!" 10 apply for the NYS loans any 
Directors· met April 15th and allocated to them. far better ways to earn a lot of · t.ime after May 1. Albany will 
approved a $33,632 budget for The new budget includes money over the summer, but not start processing the ap­ dent budget ($7.300 ·in the law 
the fiscal year beginning $4900 in unallocated funds work-study, may give you that ·plications until June 1. If school) and what was left 
September 1, 1981, T,he Stu- whic'h will permit the newly job ·experience you might not lucky, you should have your could be borrowed. Under the ·­
dent Activity Fee will also be elected SBA to provide the otherwise be able to obtain. money by the middle of current program, if the school 
increased to $19.50 this fall. Hnat touches to the bud_get · August. says you or your parents ca'n 
· Even with the fee increase o·f when they take office in the TAP for 1981-1982 The Office of Student Ac- contribute 54000 towards your 
"$2.50 per semester, the, new fall. · ~ All students who received counts will · continue to take education, how you get -that 
budget is almost $6000 less The budget ·adopted by the TAP- for this year ·should the check for a week and then money depends :on whether 
than the prese,nt one. Joe Ru~. ' SBA wa's e·sse11tially identical automatically be receiving in take out tuition charges. It can­ you borrow from ttie loan pro­
" Chairman of the.Fjnance Com- to . that proposed by· the the mail 'a TAP application for not be emphasized enough that gram o~ pay •it out of your own 
mittee which preparE;d the Finance Committee. The one 1981:1982 from Albany by the you should.file this loan early! pocket Reaga'n's program 
budget, explairied t~a_t the change was an incr~ase of end of April or .beginning of It will still take 1.2-16 weeks to would eliminate thls ability to 
primary .reason for th'e $100 to BAL'SA to allow ad­ May. If you didn't receive TAP get the loan processed. All borrow to meet the expected 
decrease in overall funding is y~nce · planning on . the Law this year or yo4 haven't receiv- lqan applications must first be contributiOQ figure. You coufd 
due to the $9000 decrease in Day Adivities to bE!\ held early ed a new application from sent to the Admissions and borrow what was left after 
the surplus from the previo1;1s next se111ester. . Albany, the forms will be · Records Office of the Law . your subtraction of contrib9- • 
budget. .He not'ed that for t~e An 'ftemized copy of tile available at A~mission & School. tion figure . · 
first .time in refent memory, budget is pos.ted in the Student Records or at the Financial Aid . The Reagan administration 
most student organizatiens_ ac- Mail room on the second floor . Office. has proposed several changes 
April 23, l C,81 
• -Wlnsteadi Lome 
Opinion Page B(iV«m 
Soviet DissidentSpeaks To Buffalo Students . ,_ 
by Dana Brubnan 
In the USSR the nam~ of 
Alexandre Ginzbur'g conjures 
up conflicting notions. For 
some he is a respected and 
distinguished spokesman 
whose efforts for freedom and 
human rights , stand ·as a 
talismanic inspiration. For 
others he is .a iconoclast, 
whose convictions remain as 
an avatar of insolence and con­
tumacy. 
On April 9th M( Ginzburg 
visited the Squire Hall at UB, 
and, I. of questionable Russian 
dissent, was intrigued by this 
paradox of demon and virtue. I 
managed with little difficulty 
to lay aside my homework for 
the evening and attend his lee-
ture. 
The Fillmore Room was fill­
ed with interested observers 
like myself. -and with what I im­
mediately noticed to be a 
strong showing of local Rus­
;ian emigres. These expatriates 
exuded a sense of anticipation 
and admiration. and I could 
feel the expectant infection 
easily desc~nd on the au­
' dience. 
My first reaction to t~is man 
Financial Aid Advice 
con 't. from page sev~n 
-
National Direct Student Loans 
ilnd Work Study for 1981-1982 
Any student who wished to 
be considered for financial aid 
assistance from the University 
should have filed' , the 
necessary financial aid forms · 
with the College Scholarsl;lip 
Service and with the University 
Financial Aid Office at the end
- of January/February. If for any 
reason ·you do not think your 
file is complete. be sure to 
check with the Main Street 
Financial Aid Office before 
you leave Buffalo for the sum­
mer. An incomplete applica­
tion can result in a late award 
or worse - no award! 
Funding for National Direct 
Student Loans has been reduc­
ed by 11 % • so all awards 
should reflect 11 % less than 
they would have been for this 
year. Work-study will remain 
at its previous fund ing level. 
The maximum'NOSL award for 
1981-1982 will be S2500/year, 
and the maximum work-study 
award for 1981-1982 will be 
SHOO/year. As in the past year, 
do not expect your NDSL 
check or your work-study posi­
't ion to be available the first 
week of school. NDSL checks 
will be available from the mid­
dle of September to late Oc­
tober. 
• 
was. ordinary. I wondered to 
myself, how could this in-
famous person look so much 
like -an owner of a better men's 
clothing store? He did not . 
seem to be the moral giant he 
had been touted as. 
Mr. Ginzburg_spoke in Rus-
sian, and through a translator 
transmitted to us his recollec-
tions of life in Russia, his 
tumbling into a search for 
human rights, and his nine and 
one-half years in labor camps. 
Ginzburg began his 
discourse by speaking of the 
evolvement of human rights in 
Russia. He explained that after 
the revolution a reign of terror 
gripped the country until the 
1950's. He described a country 
where whole small groups of 
nationalities were decimated, 
and where 66 million people 
were oblite(ated. The govern-
ment, he explained, was work-
ing to dissipate any recollec-
tion of the states' prior history, 
so that at the end of this terror, 
no traces of life before the 
revolution remained. The goal 
was to erase from the people's 
minds any remembrances of a 
different system, a different 
way of life, and replace it with 
Tuition Waivers 
All persons on tuition 
waivers or on EOP funding are 
reminded that they must file 
for TA~ to' obtain those 
waivers and funding. All 
students · on EOP waivers 
should fill out their mi!_terials 
when they return to school in 
the fall. 
Emergency Loan Program 
The E[Ylergency Loan Pro­
gram will be extended for 
another year. The only possi­
ble change is that there will be 
a $5.25 processing fee to 
replace the 3% interest rate. 
Financial Aid Problems-
For any financial aid pro­
blems over the summer, all in­
quiries should be directed to 
the Main Street Financial Aid 
Office, (831-3724). The loca0 
tion is Room 6, Butler Annex. 
Student Budget 
The student budget me-
dian expenses of the 
school student · body -
law 
for 
1981-1982 will be $7850 for 
non-commute r.1non-married 
students, $5910 for a com-
muter (student who lives with 
his parents), and $10,800 for a. 
married student. 
Don 't forget tuition has been 
increa.sed by $300 and will be 
$2500 for 1981 -1982. 
fear. 
In the 1950's, he told 
us.when Stalin died and 
Khruschev came to power, 
small truths of this _shocking 
era were reveal.ed. Prisoners 
returned from labor camps, 
and their stories circulated in-
·spiring modest reforms. , -
At this · time, · Mr. Ginzbui'g 
rela.ted, he was a young man 
with great journalistic aspira-
tions. But after trying his hand 
at journalistic endeavors 
withil') the system, he left the 
profession after picking up the . 
paper one morning only to see 
· his name attached to an arti_cle 
which had been meta·mor-
phisized by a line of editors. 
He found the only way to 
escape the emasculation of his ' 
work was by writing reviews of . 
ballets. 
Mr. Ginzburg explained that 
a journalist reache~ a point of 
decision, where one either 
languishes from the frustration 
and becomes obeisant, or one 
turns in the opposite direction 
and becomes· an activist. Mr. 
Ginzburg suffered from the 
' 'misfortune" ot taking his jour-
nalism too seriously and opted . ground uncensored articles . 
for the latter. - · They were not arrested, and 
It was then that his career as the first small victory in Soviet 
a seeker and "reciaivist" of human ·rights had been attain- -
human rights was born. He ed. 1 
described his first offense of His second arrest came after 
SBA -Referendum Results Tall-ied-· 
by Ellen Sinclair 
The student body, by a 141 
to 8 margin, approved the pro­
posed change to Article Ill, 
Section 3. of the Student Bar 
Association Constitution in a 
referendum held on Tuesday, 
AprJI 14, 1981 . 
Article 111, Section 3, had 
mandated that elections be 
held within ten school days of 
Labor Day ~ in 1981, before 
September 21 . The approved 
change now mandates that the 
election be held within fifteen 
school days of the first day of 
class. Classes are tentatively 
scheduled to begin on August 
27, making September 1.7 the 
final day for holding i;lections. 
Two purposes for the 
change had been voiced by 
members of SBA . MarkOPINION 
f , d· ' QLJn .Dumped 
· · by R.W. Peters 
Unidenti.fied vandals threw 
out approximately 800 Opi­
nions between 11 :00 p.m. 
Thursday, April 9, and '9:00 
a.m . Friday, April 10. 
The discovery was made by 
Jim Kraus on his early arrival af 
O'Brian Hall. He and another 
student retrieved the discard­
ed papers and returned t hem 
to the ir - norn;ial distri0utio,n 
point. 
_1 In an unre lated incident, on 
March 27th the I ibrary's Xerox 
machines were tampered with 
and the change within stolen. 
Police are investigating the in­
cident. 
Reisman, . <;:hairman of the 
Rules Committee, stated ih a 
letter av~,ilable at the polls, 
"The new proposed date . is 
designed to give the Board 
mo~e time to advertise the 
availability of SBA elective 
positions, and: to give the stu-
dent candidates .more •time to 
campaign for _office." This pur-
pose will not Ire served in the 
Fall of 1981 nor 1982_ It will 
however, lengthen the total 
permissible time before elec-
· 
tions anytime c!asses begin 
less tf-\an fiv~ days prior to . · instead of basing the period on 
Labor Day. . . - a·variable holiday." c 
The second purpose, as ex-
pressed by SBA President Bill 94% of the i voters, agreed 
Altreuter, is to avQid the pro- with their vote: However,-7ess 
' blems created last fall by not than 20% of eligible· voters 
having the election within the · we"nt to the polls. Firsr-'year 
mandated period . After the students sent 81 voters -(30% 
election was finally held a ' of class);-second year 43 (12%), ' 
separate referendum was and third year 23 (8.5%). 
Lois Gibbs iind Ari: Schmitt, Love Ca~al activi;ts 
-. 
publishing an · underground 
poetry periodical He and _his 
friends would stuff nine car-
bons in thefr typewriters and,. 
amateurishly iaeck out the 
poems, and then distribute 
their creation. His "crime" was 
-current/Lani:lau 
easily traced • back to the 
publisher- who had inscribed 
his name and address on the 
back ot the magazine. 
· He·recalled that after return-
ing from two years in a labor 
camp, he _found others prac.tic-
ing his - prior offense by 
publishing similar . under- · 
necessary to validate the 
tesll Its b~f6.re Hie l=ie~lv 
elected stu'dents could, b~ 
seate.d. This delayed SBA's 
new ll}e111bers from getting an 
early start, the main objective 
of Articl~ 111 ; -SectiQfl 3. · 
When asked abo~t the .result 
· 
of. the ' change -(calling for 
. holding elections sooner under 
the change than the original 
rnandate), · an · ·SBA member 
responded, "lt,,is still better to 
have a fixed period within 
which elections must be held; 
he had written the' "white 
book",_ a c.ol!e<:tion of 
documents descriojng and , 
publishing transcripts -of a trial 
of Russian dissidents. He was 
reincarc~rated for five more·· 
years. 
His third offeAse ~urr_ounded 
his involvement in theftelsinki--, 
.Watch Group, and· his ad-
ministration of the Alexander 
Solz,nenitsyn Russ_ian Social 
Fund. The Watcb Groap was · a , 
"Moscow based _ orlilanization 
which reviewed human ri"ghts· 
in the USSR.-'The SocialFund 
was established to aid families 
of imprisoned dissidents:' The ..., 
Voice of America broadcast to 
the oviet Unio·n the names 
arid addresses of the members 
of the Watch Group. Mr. Ginzl:· · 
bu_rg recalled being. subject to 
disquietude, believing his next 
arrest was imminent. ·Much to · 
his surprise · and , pleasure,_:· 
many supporters from withi_n 
Russia sought his counsel and 
voiced their - agre'ement with 
his convictions. -
But it was only a short time 
before his next and laSt arrest. 
After remaining in the camps 
fqr !wo years his exile. to the 
w~st was eff~ctuated. 
Mr. Ginzburg accepted and. 
answered· a number of:, ques-
ti.ons 'from the audience. 
, LIVE 
- "Only the p'athetic have no Onion" 
_From Buffalo: FIT
·It's THURSDAY TO PRINTMORNI_NG! , 
_I 
NO NEWS 
Volume 2, Number 1 State UniversiJY.-of New_Ybrk ' at e·uffa.lo School . of..,Flaw April 23, 1981 
First'Y·ear Curriculum·Will 
UndergoFurther Changes " 
Pressed as to what c-ourses glue. With some luck. we' ll be 
would be offered, the faculty' built by 1984. 
The Office of t~ Dean an- chief said the dice have not yet Colorado Moon - A man 
nounced April 1 th!it a new been thrown . "Tjiere are, killed while standing in the 
curriculum has been created however, some sure bets. To highway with trousers down to 
fo·r the Class of 1984. The first continue ·what ·1 started with "moon" a · friend in an ap­
. seme,ster ,will be designed to Auto Accident Law, I'm going proaching car is l}Ot necessari­
'-' in~octi:_inate'-' fir' st ¥ear to teach Farm .Vehicle Torts . ly charged with contributory 
students into the ""Buffalo We hope to cover tractor ac­ · Dean Thomas Headric·k prepares· to greet class of '84.negl-igence barring recovery in 
Model Legal Education." cidents, harvester hit ·ar;id runs a death action against. the 
We've had $OJne . good (to empha_.size · an inter­ driver, according to the Col­
resu l"ts ·• with : tfljs< \:'e.ar ' s disciptmary approach) and oradb Court of Appeals . Dece­
classes," said l'!~adri<:~::,.as. ~8 '. Bar"rrYard No-fault:: • . dent and fel low workers, in­ Birzon .Vanishes
_leaned back. in; his swivel chair "Fred 'B_eaver' Konefsky will cluding the-driver of the death 
(which has been fitted with a teach Civil Procedure to Sec­ car , had bee1ri drinking The absence of Paul Ivans elusive proot'of his presence in 
.tip-proof device to prevent tion 1, with emphasis on New together and decided to return Birzon, Esq . from his law W N Y. It was argued that ab­
. recurrent spills he took last Mexico practice. Above all , w~ to town in two cars. Decdent 's school teaching respon­ sent a $500.00 suit, a pair of 
year). "So good, in fact. · that want to be known as a national car was som~ distance ahead.,,.,--sibilities has given rise to bush eyebrows, and a qiam6nd 
we're inclined now ·to make law s:chool. Barby Blumenthal of the . other car when its oc- speculation that the notorious pinky ring that no case for his 
major" changes." and Betsy Mensch are going to cupants dec ided to stop and Buffalo trial lawyer is missing. being here could be made.out, 
·Citing the success that Pro- teach a cooking class to the " moon" their friend in the When last seen, Birzon was an­ Adjunct Professor Still er. 
fessor Greiner had last year girls . There are so many, now fol lowing car . Beeson v. Deal nouncing to a shocked early who was a stol"]e·d scholar at 
with Money and iy\<'!rkets, that our.system uses gender as (Colo App, December 28, morning evidence class that he Columbia, explained ~that his 
Headrick indicated th)lt all a proxy for achievement. " 1 ~79). would be " called away for a kn owledge of Birzon ' s 
. courses ~ould conform to an Above all·,. the Dean was op- (A case Headrick left out of few weeks ." Those week s have wher.eabouts was limited to a 
abbreviated forfl)it";, .'.'..~~y_d{inJ-s,. t(l!li_$ti'.C that . -the --'..' BuffaIQ • his .Auto Accident course. As become months,. and but for lelt er which he , received the 
seen:, to like it ~efl"we,"5.m5or· !fl,1-ode1'' , w69ld · continue' to reP,ort~d in Ca~e and Comment the steadying influence of day after he took over. 
from the hip." _.-- . ~ -' ·grow. " We'.ve gpt pl~nty of [West 1980).,) David Stiller, Isq., this s-itua- "-All the letter said was. 'I'm 
. tion could have gone from bad going to Crooked Creek w ith 
to worse.. Walters.' Maybe Mr. BirzonLaw Profs. -Hi.t 'The Road According to one .source. a went out west for the opening
" I telepnone call to Birron 's of- of Steelhead season. I 1don 't ~ 
With a retirement age of 70 possible court action would be sin to start a · dairy farm . It's fice revealed that he had know." 
imposed upon all 5UNYAB necessary to_protect his "fun­ something I've ' been putting returned to Buffalo ten days Most students in- the cla ss 
professors, the law school will damentairfght fo engage in .off- for some time. Declaring after his abrupt announce- were. convinced that · an · ir­
lose two eminent teachers at commerce." · · ""' that he would tri3de in ·his ment . This was dismissed, rebuttable presump~ion. faced 
the end of the' spring semester~ - ''Did you - think it was by three-piece suits for some ·howeveJ, as hearsay. Birzon 's anyone with a possible ex­
Professor Jacob Hyman, -chanc-e that I discussed " farm overalls," Mann said he car, a 1972 Ford Torino bearing planation; namely , ...when 
who has been .on an exten.ded obsc~nity .at the consitutional was very anxious to begin far- license No. Paul I was seen you're making , big bucks 
stay, us~d an aJUili~c:l~~O!fage: _law fotum we had . last ,week? ming. • parked '(illegally) outside City downtown arid have: had your 
of constitut.iotlal 1aw:.... pro- . •l've oeen gearing .up for , this (Readers1 w1!1 recall that in Court---O'n April 3. That fact was fill of Buffalo Law ·Students, 
fessors as . a~· ~ exc?use~. for : .. ~ - designated "merely cir - you leave without explaining 
violating the "golden years cumstantial"" and not con- yourself, and never return . 
statute ~f limitations ." The 
former dean - who had vow­ Katz in Slammer 
ed ..never to teach here if the 1\mherst, N.Y. - Prof. Al phone. " Katz had just told us, " law school were moved to Katz was removed from his the officer said, " that none of Amherst - ate crow as John Criminal Law class Monday us has the right to selectivelyLo.rd O'Brian Hall was one of 
when one of his students idew determine what laws should be 
the first buildings .to go up on tified himself as an · Amherst enforced . So ·1 arrested him.'' 
the new campus.· policem'an and arrested the Later, in a jail-cell interview, 
· "It was a personal setback," tenured professor for smoking the Onion asked Katz · why he 
remarked Hyman as he mused airectly under the " no smok­ smoked in class . "How would 
in his fourth floor office. "l loy- · ing" sign. The officer - who you like to stand up in front of 
ed .77 West Eagle. It was just · " . . asked not to be identified . - eighty people waiting for you 
across th/e s ree rC\)m e . said that he only took the ac­ to make a mistake," he replied . 
t t f th .Professors Mann & Hyman ponder their futures . 
courts, and a·II those judges tion after Katz had for the sixth Regarding his · _defense, Katz 
, were my good drinking bud- · battle for y'ears. As you know, ._ the last issue of the Onion, time told the story of a former said ,he intended to constilt dies:" · • it is not possible to be accord- Marin's indictment for cruelty 
' student who had outraged the with Prof. W . Howard Mann,Questioned about his plans ed standing withQu,t _' injury(. _ to animals was handed down professor by ~aking personal noted constitutional law ex­
./ for retirement, the .tall jiftyish- Depending _ upon res.trictions by a Wisconsin county grand 
· telephone calls on a univ.ersity .pert. 
iooking pfofessor replied, , affecting my right to do jury. After a short trial, the con 
"W~o · says I'm reti'ring?" ·business in Kenmore, I foresee law professor was found guilty gr11_ce." . temperature I'd be looking 
Reminded that his year of b'eing in court early next year." of that of.lense, and sentencing Professor Milton Kaplan was for." 
grace was' up, Hyman sn_apped, Ask_\d whether ~enturin_g in­ by Judge· Bo Vine was reserved also asked about his plans for Professor Richa_rd · Bell , 
"Wett, all right. So what?- I'm to the book selling busr.ness up to )pres~ time.) retirement, but scoffed at the him~elf more removed from 
going to attend,to. my business was intended simply to stage · QueJ.tioned ~hether his idea that a teacher should an- th,e deadline than Kaplan, 
in Kenmore full-time. I've own- constitutional litigation, the hopes to begin dairy farming 
. ticipate such an event b'y 23 seemed to have some ready 
. ed a beokstore there for the old man smiled, "No com-, would be affected by the con­ years . ) answers. 
past two years." . . ' . ment." • viction, Professor Mann made " I'll ptpbably do .some typ·e 
Mentioning · that the Professor W. Howard Ma"nn an · unfamiliar gesture at this of ke/p-farming though.· I've " Thirty-two years can pass 
busirfess hiiS met with a surpris- .was less equivocal about his reporter, and . left doubt beard that there is cheap land 1,by awfully quickly, " said Bell. 
own plans. whether he wou'ra indeed be around 'Three Mile Island, Pa. . ' \But statutes of limitation can 
"I'm headed out to Wiscon- forc·ed to seek his own "year of It has the warm water be manipulated. Believe me." 
ing an16unt • of community 
rec.istance Hyman indicated 
.i:. • , ✓-
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Tuna Flounders 
by Alan Ju·nne 
On the eve of his job being 
posted. fina ncia l aid advisor 
Rav Tuna st unned law schoo l 
offi c ia ls when he announced 
todi!y that he will reapp ly for 
the position of financial aid ad-
visor for schoo l year 
1981 -1982. 
Ray, an erstwhi le 3rd-year 
law st udent who has served as 
the Law Sc hool 's financial ad-
visor fo r the las t .two years. 
said that he felt he had thP " ex-
perience" necessary fo r the 
job 
When asked ho_w he cou lii 
reapply when the ·position 1s 
normall y fi lled by an enrolled 
member of the Law School, 
Ray scratched his receding 
hai rline and argued that since 
most persons. including tm 
teachers. didn 't think he was a 
student, there should be no 
prob lem about his statu s in the 
future. 
Ray cited the creation of the 
Law School emergency loari 
program, increased fina ncial 
aid budgets., exce ll ent student 
serv1ce; and his own lack of a 
job as prime reasons as to why 
· he deserved the post · for the 
next two years . 
Said Ray, " Look. I feel we've 
accomplished a lot in financial 
aid over the past severa l years . 
1 would expect that based on 
my experience we cou ld ac-
complish a lot more over the 
- next two years. Besides, where 
else could I get a job whose of-
fice has its own Piltio! " 
Response from the ad-
ministration was mixed . Chuck 
Lall in, who serves as Ray's im-
mediate boss, reacted with a , Cout m e mber !ua nita 
shrug of his shoulders and a Carmelita Cumba Tomares, 
puff on his pipe. Associate was seen emptying out the 
Dean William (" Antilla the contents of Ray's locker, and 
Hun" ) Grinder was heard mut- filling it with huge bags of rice 
tering, " Give a student a job, in the event of a siege at Ray's 
and he thinks he's ·got a lease office. 
for life."Associate Dean Alan When last seen, Ray was 
" Good News" Cerrel expressed gathering all financial aid 
his delight that Ray w·as finally material s within the Law 
· able to obtain a law-related School and promised to start a 
job. huge bonfire if anyone attemp-
Student reaction, especially ted to dislodge him from his 
f rom those who were expected third-floor hideaway. 
---, 
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to apply for Ray 's position. 
ranged from weeping in the 
halls to suggestions that Ray 
.be u·sed as the cornerstone of a 
new student uni0n. 
The Bookstore reported· an 
increase in the sa le of han­
dguns. espec ially to first year 
-;tudents. and a first-year stu-
dent ori financial aid was 
reportedly circulating a peti­
t ion of mandamus demanding 
Ray's graduation from the Law 
School 
Sources c lose to the scene 
anticipate that negot1at1ons 
between Ray and the Law 
Schoo l admi ni si ration will 
begin short ly The Onion has 
learned that' noted sp·orts 
ag1:i°nt Leslie Fox wi ll represent 
Ray in those negotiations. 
-It is expec ted that Ray wi l l 
be seeking an annua l $30,000 
two-year no-cut contrac t; the 
use of a port s car from the 
State motor pool ; an expansion 
of the WATS line to cover the 
United States, and a complete 
refurbishing o f his office, in­
eluding a wet bar and couch 
(to provide a suitab le at­
mosphere to discuss the more 
sensitive aspects of financtal 
aid). · 
Staff personnel who work 
with Ray in Admissions and 
Records expr~ssed shock that 
Ray would seek rei?ppoint-
ment . " We thoug.ht h e· 
gradu ated last year, " said one 
hidden source. " Whenever we 
ca lled his office, someone 
answered the phone and said 
that Ray was not-in." 
Ray 's constant traveling 
companion over the past 
several years, noted Moot 
by Joe Peperone 
Responding to accusations 
that the Law School has failed 
to offer a well rounded cur­
riculum , Reg.i.strar Charlie 
Wallin has released the follow­
ing course descriptions for the 
Fall 1981 Term. 
Tax Tricks, Prof. Joyce 
Using the Boston Red Sox as 
an example, Prof. Joyce will 
show how an organization with 
a paper value of 17.8· million 
dollars, a television and radio 
contract worth 4.2 million 
dollars and annual salaries of 
only 2.9 million, can have a net 
worth of zero and qualify as a 
Class A charity. ' 
Who Nee~s Microf~che?, Prof. 
Mann 
This course will reduce 
everything you rea lly ever 
need to know about the cases 
in the National Reporter 
System, Federal Supplement, 
Federal Reporter 1st and 2nd 
sefies and the decisions of the 
U.S. Supreme Court (official 
and unofficial) to botb sides of 
a 3x5 index card . Former 
students of Professor Hyman 
must att end a two-week 
debr iefing prerequisite. 
Environmental Law, Visiting 
Professor James Watts 
Interior Secretary Watts will 
ride in from hi s job in 
Washington once a week to 
teach · this . course. Subjects 
·covered will be: How the tree 
popu·l ation of Washington 
must be eradicated to stem 
pollution; How Bambi rea lly 
loves str ip mining; and How 
Yel lowstol)e National Park can 
be safe ly reduced to a KOA­
supervised three-acre zoo. 
Microbiological Nuclear 
Macroeconomics, Prof. Zork 
Rocky II Replies 
To the Editor: 1 
I am writing to express my 
disgust with the sland~rous 
headlines on the articl e for 
IT ALSA ("ITALSA MAKES YOU 
A OFFER YOU CA N 
Rf FUSE"). It only highlights 
the need for this organiz'ation 
to combat such inviaious 
discri,.;.,ination aga inst lt~lians. 
I f the responsible for that 
head line is ever d iscovered, I 
guarantee he will sleep with 
the fishes . 
The first meeting is being 
planned (at a time and place 
which will be announced only 
to members). Jimmie Fratianni. -
will . address the group on the ·. 
prominence of Italians in the 
Ameri can Crimin al Just ice 
System. Also, the Joe Valachi speaking withs their hands. 
ch0t1'- will be on hand to sing The organization has steadi-
folk songs about thei r family . ly been Increasing in size. Rare-
In addition, the meeting will• ly does a day go by who 
feature discussion about doesn' t join the group. Funding 
discriminatioa against Italians h~s been reques teq from ·the 
in the NBA (since most of the_ SBA to increase the group's 
teams won' t consider players • collection of Sinatra records . 
under 5'10" ). As a cultural • 
sidelight, members will be lfc- Rock~ II 
tured on important aspects of (Editor's Note: It was Joe ­
Italian heritage, including Peperone who suggeste.d the 
Required for first year class, 
open to all others. A very im-
.. portant course, e:Ss~ntial to 
legal studies. The sy ll a_!:>us will 
be released sometime in 
December. 
C~~tortiminal Procedure, Prof:­
Kone-figrenatzelegel (15 er.) 
If a wiget sold to X Corpora­
tion under a valid UCC Article 
2 contract with basic warranty 
disclaimers falls off an _office 
building and knocks out a 
police offi ce r attempting to 
stop a crime, can the co~­
plaint withstand a 12 (b)(6) mo­
tion? Find out September 5th . 
The Camera Never Blinks, Prof. 
Katz 
In this offering, Professor 
K·atz will show_films and pic­
tures of his rol e in the Abscam 
sca nd al Female Con­
gressperson Division . No in­
dictments resulted from Prof. 
Katz •s: work, but Li z Holtzman 
can be heard say ing nasty 
things about Bess. Meyerson . 
Molotov Repossession, Pro1. 
Girth 
Cr e pit ors g 1v1ng you 
troubles? Bankruptcy . staring 
you in the face? STRIKE BACK! 
Lea rn how to ~ire your car as a 
deterrent to repossess ion . Be 
taught how to sneak into Coun-
ty !'-!all late at night and stea l -
al I papers which perfect securl-
ty interes ts in your possessions. 
Turn household appliances in-
to inventory anp mining in-
.terests into farm products -
all for your inc idious Article 9 
purposes. Prof . Girth is a 
graduate of th e Smiling 
Crocodil e School of Financing. 
-~~-
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-Prof. Zork 
My Friend The Industrial 
· Revolution, l>rof. Atleson 
Prof. Atleson shows his true 
co lors in th.is course, describ­
ing his past life as a minister irr 
a small town and how he kept 
the union out, though l:ie h-ad 
to shoot a baby in the process. 
Protecting .Civil Liberties, Prof. 
Justice Rhenquisf 
No course descti'ption is 
available at this time, but the 
final exam will be a, floater. 
Sometime during exam week, 
you will be given the name ,of a 
c lassmate. That night you will 
have to break into his/h.er liv­
ing quarters,- forcibly ' take any 
ev idence you deem relevant to 
anything, tie up your victim, ar­
rest him/her and give the per­
son their rights in Ukranian, 
and force the person to con­
fess to multiple unsolved 
felonies under threat of urine 
analysis . If ·the convictions 
hold up in ·cou rt - H City! 
Guerrilla ' Propert_y, Prof. _ 
Greiner · 
Lea rn how you can, in one 
short semester, take posses-
sion of multiple tracts· of land 
for future profit making and 
condo developmeot, all under 
co lor of law. The intricacies of 
adverse possession, surprise 
easements, and condemnation 
procedures will be taught -
with guest lecturers ·lending 
their expertise. Know how to 
file eviction notices on y.o,u~ 
enemies, without • ever~ a.c::9uic- . _ 
ing 'an in te'rest ' in' the properl'y'_I'' ' ' 
Turn your fee simples into life , 
inter~sts and tell your heirs to 
sit on it. Prerequisite: clean 
hands . 
' 
·-
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cobking _with tomatoes and headline. Go get him, Rocky.) 
, ' 
Stude/ltBeats: The Systerrf 
' by F-rank Zip , it would be ea; ier to ' period of 24-3.6 hours before 
-camoflague myself in the the exam and take in -all the 
.It's taken me four ?em'esters der,ise - forest of an over- loose tal_k for which that place 
of law. school ' to do it, but I enrolled .class. I had to be is well known. The only pro-
, ha'ye finally perfected the art ca);eful, though, because some blem wtth that method arose 
of . getti'ng_· Q's withou't do,ing courses, fike tax, are taught by when non-law students sat 
any work. The reason it took ·so professors who could pick a D -arol!nd that area; then I halto 
lo'ng was that I came to law .off the tail of a skunk af 500 be careful not to pick up str.ay 
_ school actually expect(ng to yds. And, there are a·lso sorrje concepts . (The only . explana­
be educated, trained to be an teachers who like .to call · on tion I had for talking about 
attori:iey. I know this : sounds random students in larg-e returns. to scale on o~ exam 
Hke a bickens novel , but I was classes. Needless fo .sayr, th-is was that I must·, have 
thrown into Section 3 and my repugnant practice has overheard an economics stu­
troubles began. Disilfusion- disastrOl!S effects upon efforts dent · say something as the-
• ment and skepticism set in to avoid serious work , and I I elevator opened on the second 
quickly, as I realized L was a therefore devised. a method to floor. 
mere playtoy in t~e infelle<;- deal with this unpleasantry. I A major hu.rdle I was unable 
tual deathgrip 'of various pro- wore a paper bag over my to clear was the dreaded 
fessors. They wanted to ti!ach head. When any pTofessor ·c·a11- seminar. They are usually too 
me.to be a lawyer like I winJed ed, out, ;'Mr. Zip," I· said sm_all to use the paper- bag 
a case of acne. So I deciaea to nothing. It -used -to make me trick,_ and · professors nor.mally 
' - fight back . Play a game within laugh so hard after class that I require each student to present 
their game, so to speak, and nearly sucked the paper bag a paper· at the end _ While I 
win both_ It was a beautiful down in_tomy lungs . have resorted to unusu al 
plan, and it worked : The real cha ll enge, however, methods , c heating or 
First of all , I realized that came arounp exam time. If the plagiarisrl'] are (lot among 
professors at U.B. give very exam were an in-class, open- them . So, what I did was this : I 
few D's and rarely any F's. The book, I used to turn pages told the professor that I 'd 
people who received those slowly and write fast. Once I research a very narrow topi c. 
grades weren ' t \·dumb, just ' took too many reds and near ly What I really'meant was that I 
stupid:· They stu,died for exams copied the book, _ page-for- would fir_,d the most obscure 
all semester - as if whatthey page. Most of the time, I had subj ect matter, about whi ch 
wrote really ·mattered . no idea what I was writing_ But _ mothing was actually known 
Understanding · this, I I'd throw in words like 'nolo and about ~hi_ch nothing cou ld 
developed a system_ contendere',_'condition prece- be really said or disputed . I 
I avoided courses known for dent', and 'de minimus ' to remember one paper \,yell, 
their hig_h percentage of dive(t the reader's attention . (It " Federal Court Martial Pro­
D's,like any of,AI Katz ' classes. backfired only once, when I cedure As Applied in State 
I reviewed meaningless_ SCAT . suggested in an evidence exam Courts of Smal l Claim: The Erie 
sheets for the one bit of rele- that the faultering lawyer use •Problem - Revisited ." Citing 
vant information they contain- habeas corpus to remove a Hawaiian .and Puerto Rican 
· ed, i.e., the grade percentage hostile witness fcom the stand precedent, J maintained that 
breakdown. They were my de nova). there wa~ little threat of in­
dead rec~oners . ' Closed-book exams present terference by the fed er a I 
Then, . I ~egist~red for their own problems_ The_y re- statute (especially -since Puerto 
cou· 
, '\... 
1 
:Whlcli
I 
'. ,hacl 
I 
'r~ lentyr of "'riuire'd th\lr'I sit ofnhe window 
--..: 
a state). 'Aft er fs~s 
' L 
'Ri r o wa·s not yet · 
"1 
students, under tne theo'ry _that sill 9f the law library for a discussing Jimmy Ko (those 
Hawaiian names!) v_ Kahuna 
Laundry, 331 Hawaii SO (1960) 
(a case involvihg all eged 
damage to one of thosP 
famous " pineappl e" shirts the 
plaintiff had purcha sed in 
Hong Kong, in whi ch Fednal 
Court M artial Procedu.rP was 
held not to apply), the teachf'r 
advised that we take a brPak. 
aft er whi ch no one returned to 
hea r my conclt:.Sion . 
So there you have it - the 
wea lth o f my law schoo l ex­
peri ~nce. Anyone interes ted in 
Who a·re these people (.one hint - one of them was a surprise en­ further 'information can pi ck 
try in N.Y.U . Law School, Class '82)? up my book, " SUNYAB LAW 
WITH YOUR EYES CLbSED," 
on sale now in the Baldy 
Bookstore. 
Goldberg v. Kelly Reversed _. 
In a_ surprise l'l'tove last cent political_changes, ·receipts change which we foresee wi ll 
__(Tlonth, . the Supreme Court of welfare benefits could in no occur in the wake of our deci­
reversed the landmark welfare way be considered a right. Mr. sion ." (436 U.S. 103) 
e,:ititlement case of Goldberg Justice ffrennen, writing for the Reached f9r comment, Pro­
v. Kelly (397 U .S. 179)_ court, remarked that "there fessor Albert was in his con­
Goldberg had been argoed and has been an overwhelming demnation of the court's deci-
decided in 1970, when U.B. law revision of our thinking in th.is sion . 
proffi!ssor · · Lee Albert and country, partic,ularry wit.h 
others successfully defended respect to government "Well, come on . No, well . . _ 
John Kelley)s right to a pre­ largesse. President Reagan's re- - no. It just isn't possible is it? I 
termination he<!ririg. The im­ cent mandate. is sufficient mean, what if . . _ if ... there 
pact of tlie tase, later overem­ authority for the proposition are due process questions, 
that the public fisc can no issues, that this decision raises. phasized, was that V.:elfare 
longer sub~idize private ir- Am I, Lee .. . strike that . .. abenefits - -or the receipt 
responsibility . There is a prac- university professor . . ·. haven'tthereof - · was ~ right as tical problem which thre.aten- . you people in the Onion tired,
disfing!Jished from a privilege. 
I - ed to render this whole ques- I - mean become bo_red, with 
In an ex: patte proceeding, tion·moot, i.e., a sheer lack of parodying my delivery. It's bad 
the Suprem~Court granted the_ 'public funds to provide enough -that Goldberg!s been 
Fespondent's petition for a Disability Benefits . However, reyersed . You sons of .,_. strike 
we do not reach that questioo. that . . . get me a copy·of therehearirtg and decided, citing 
Swift v. A Our 'purpose here is to ·opinion, will you . I'd like toTyson. unanimous 
.court held that in light of re- facilitate broad legis.lative see it." 
Ms. McCormick makes her Headed for Hollywood_ 
move. - \ 
_Tax dollars spent wisely 
Random Briefs 
Carol Burnett v. -The National Law Review respectively, con­
Inquirer curred that it was probably a 
In a precedent setting case bird house (what does that say 
decided by - a Los Angeles about law review?). Bob Poten­
county court, former drug user za, glib · wit and tax whiz , 
and alcoholic Carol Burnett stated emphaticall y that it was 
recovered 1.4 million dollars a '' peri st-ope to see into the se­
against the prestigous National cond floor bathrooms." Mary 
Inquirer. The Inquirer, which Fahey, who will c lerk for the 
has assu·med the role ·of publi c : 4th Department next fall , said 
watchdog, had released a story it was an airlines arrival and 
linking Ms . Burnett with departure console_Mary plans 
drunken episodes inside a to fly to Rochester next year, 
Washington restaurant. Accor­ although it is not known yet 
ding tha that story, the actress whether she will do so with the 
had hurled vituperative assistance of aircraft. 
epithets at former Secretary of To be su re, the box· is a hous­
State Henry Kissinger while ing for a-- monitor which will 
totally intoxicqted . Although broadcast - taped messages 
these fa cts were controverted . from Dean Headrick to the law 
by Ms. Burnett 's lawyers, the school. 
...Onion has learned that one the 
night in ques tion , M s. Burnett In an uncharacteristic show 
-took a lqrge quantity of co­ 9f stea lth, Ms. Caitlin McCor­
caine in addition to variou s mick attempted to glean 
alcoholic beverages, and in the unawarded honors at convoca­
c ompany of sev e ral tion ceremonies held 
Hollywood personalities, sa id prematurely this ·year . The ef­
things to Mr. Ki ss inger whi ch fort , whi ch would have depriv­
cannot be reproduced herein . ed Kathleen -McDermott of a 
hard-earned accolade, wa ~ After intervi ewing the jurors 
frustrated when Ms. McDer­
~ho decided the iss ues in favo'r 
mott appeared to receive theof Ms. Burnett, it was lea rned 
award ~erself_ Unwilling tothat she had made promises of 
a llow Ms . McDermott 'ssubstantial compensation to presence to deter her, McCor­each of them for a favorable , 
mick approached the stage 
verdict. When pressed as to hoping to beat her classmatewhich charity the actress (who 
to· the envelope . Dean 
was responsible for the careers Headrick, sensing somethingof such heavyweights as Tim . 
was amis-s, smiled sheeplshlyConway and Harvey Kocman) 
as he greeted the two can-would be donating the pro­
,d idates for the single award . Ltceeds of her million dollar ver­
was only quick thinking on .thedict, she indicated the award part of Ms_McCormick which
will be made to Carol Burnett 
saved ·the day~ realizing thatEnte'rprises, Inc., a corporation 
she was bea-t, the pretty, per­responsible for the support 
son ab le international lawand maintenance of her drug 
scholar put the blame ondependent daughter_ Hea,drick's mispronunciation 
of Irish names. Later, capitali z­
In other news, Governor ing upon another mispronun­
Carey married Ms.• Evangeline ciatiOJl,. -Caitlin copped an 
Goulash, whom the Onion has award 1 intended for Kate Mc: 
learned was married 18 times Court who did not attend. 
before meeting New York's * • • 
chief executive officer. Reach­ Sob Seigel, former Associa­
ed for comment, Carey equip­ tion Editor of the Opinion, 
ped, "Are you kidding?" rehearses for his sojourn to the _
... West Coast, where he plan.s to 
The box pictured above has (a) go to journalism school, (bl 
spurred intense speculation practice law, or (c) begin a 
regarding its purpos.e. Larry career in showbiz . Does the 
Malfitano and Peggy Fabic, Ex­ picture leave us any doubt 
ec. and Senior Editors of the whic•h. of the above it will be? -
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~ightweightRequiem For ~ 
·LJ.B.-
With graduation of 
year's senior class, the Opinion 
will lose orie of its 
Law Loses Ah Institution -
( 
this of his request did not strike us sports in his blood. Like you 
at first blCJs.p, we h;.3ve · ac­ and I have platelets and cpr­
arguably quiesced . The prejudice of puscles, Joe has litt)e baseball 
strongest assets. Joe Peperone, h_indsight would weigh too mits and footballs. Remember 
sports afficiando to the law heavily, perhaps, upon those the show, " Let's Talk Sports?" 
school, will leave in September guesses, and in the spirit of Joe· had an idea one year, 
to become a clerk for the Palsgraf v. Long Island R.R. , it "Let's Eat Sports! " In fact, at 
Court of- Appeals in Albany. is not the hindsight of a fool press time, the little fella was 
During the past two years, but the foresight of the rounding up -ii group to atten~ 
Mr. Peperone (who.will remind " reasonable man" which we the Blue Jays-Yankees game in 
you without asking that must bear as a standard . Toronto. 
' Peperone ' is spelled with one In short, let us savor theWhat, then, can be sa id
' P') has blessed u.s with insight, light Pepperone shed upon
about our former Sports 
commentary, and prediction sports whil e he was with us. 
· Editor? That he was a self­
about the events of profes­ Even if that meaAs ignoring all proclaimed " expert.?" No one
sional sports. While this article the prophecies Joe made. If we 
can remember back that far. 
was originally· intended to can forgive Tamara Rand, · cer­That he never played sports
review some of the many tainly Joe deserves the benefithimself? Pure hearsay. That his predic.tions that Joe has made o f our ,doubt. Good Luck, Joe, identificat ion with athletes 
-•~ over the years, he asked that with tile justices on the Court 
was Freudian? Scandal! 
, we refrain from doing so. of Appeals. Hopefully, they' ll 
Although the reasonableness Actually , the gipper has be more gullible. 1 
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The ABA Dress Code:.Will Law School Ever Enforce 
It? J - ✓• 
by Justin White 
' . ' 
FACULTY OF LAW· AND JURISPRUDENC 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT .QUFFALO 
Opinion sports reporter Joe Peperone is seen here outside a 
bar in Edmonton, Alberta . Joe's sE:,arch for a reporting job 
came to a t~gic end last week when he showed his last sports . 
article to the Edmonton Star, the only paper dumb enough to 
acknowledge his resume . 
Gypsies In_~ossession~ 
I 
by Scott Capen Act. The Dean, noting the_ 
shoddy construction, remark­
Dean Headrick announced ed that they may be remodel­
today that the gypsies who ing for a more permanent stay. 
have inhabited the second The O x ford -e ducated 
floor since spring break have helmsman of the law school 
met the stc1tutory requirements dec lined to comment on 
for adverse possession and rumor s now c_irculating ' 
cannot be. forced to leave. throughout the school that the 
gyp'sies W!:!re' responsible for aThe boy Dean noted that 
recent law library break-in....,andgypsies have been doing this 
11ending machin_e h"eist. sort of thii;ig since the 15th cen­
Ho~e~e..!, h_e _caution~.., tP!utury and .that,. '.'We may b.e fiorese: owners-: a·nd par€~ able to incorporate their 
small<-cnildren woull:l be wellpresence here into our proper­
advised to keep their chargesty curric'ulum." 
.at home ' during· the gypsies 
Headrick was first alelted to stay. ' .- . -
this situation when members In I ight ,._ of these 
of his Property . I section in- !ilevelopments, security around 
formed him that they were the duck pond has been doubl­
unal:ile to use the bathrooms e d . While . the gypsies 
on the second floor. Plastic themselves have consistently 
sheet ing had been erected, by r-e fused comment, several have 
the iti'nerant wanderers in front been overheard .to say that, 
of the bathrooms in order . fb whi l_e there is .not m~c room 
proivd\e sufficient im - _for sleeping, thejr family ·of 16 
provements on the .property t~ to :?:3 never has-lo' w.ajt fo use 
qualify under the Homestraa ~ the bat:hroom in ' tt-ie morning. 
~- Doubles As Cleric 
Law ProfesSOf James Atleson 
recently .admitted that he was 
once a C;:itholic Priest named 
Father Guido · Sarducci . 
Atleson confessed that he was 
kicked.out after, he attempted · 
to unioni~ the 'f> riesthood and 
str ike .for better hours. Atleson 
says that_" The man upstair~ is 
· guilty of .unfpir labor 
practices." When asked -if he 
recommended a career in the 
church• for law graduates, heU.B. Ta/king Proud quipped \that after_three years 
of. law -school celibacy is easy
The University pf Buffalo's to accept.
Faculty · of- · Law and 
Jurisprudence boasts the1 
largest Ethics Professor, or us­
ed t<?, and the most expensive 
_Ethics Course east of the 
Rockies. 
The Law School at Buffalo.also 
. can c1aim to • have the only-, 
Torts · section in the. United. 
States since" . 19-28 where 
' Pa/sgraf V. Long ls/and R.R. was 
· not taught. 
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